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Preface by Angel Gurría
Secretary-General
Organisation for Economic
Co-operation and Development (OECD)
2019 Edelman Trust Barometer: Financial
Services Report

Ethics & Trust in Finance”
Global Prize

th

our work on Automatic Exchange of Information (AEOI) and on Base Erosion and

We also work on a broader spectrum to help promote ethics and integrity in the

to revise and upgrade the G20/OECD Principles of Corporate Governance
We are also home to the OECD Guidelines for Multinational Enterprises

Guidance for Responsible Business Conduct in
General Corporate Lending and Underwriting Transactions
broadly recognised environmental and social standards for corporate lending and

6
leading global banks and approved by 48 governments - a clear and concrete example

through the OECD Anti-Bribery Convention
Our newly launched Trust in Business Initiative brings public and private sector

Business for Inclusive
Growth (B4IG) Platform

I very much hope that this collection of essays will stimulate our imagination and
enrich the debate on how to strengthen the ethical behaviour and the integrity of

FINANCE & THE COMMON GOOD/BIEN COMMUN
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Sortir de nos silos

les gagnants de la 6ème
Trust in Finance Global Prize » ont eu l’honneur

Getting out of our silos

Finance Global Prize” took place in the great
The winners have had the honour and pleasure
to be congratulated by two eminent keynote

that ethics and good regulation can and should complement each other and jointly

th

edition which will culminate with the Award Ceremony at
th

th

of June
edition would not have been possible without the wholehearted support

EDITORIAL / ÉDITORIAL

8

soutien

Les textes soumis offrent une vue panoramique des thématiques qui sont, à
un moment donné, au cœur des préoccupations des jeunes générations en
matière d’éthique en finance.

des femmes et celle des auteurs provenant de pays qui ne font pas partie des capitales
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partners have also played an important role in helping the Prize reaching out to new

We take this opportunity to express our warmest thanks and also our congratulations
th

th

Brett Scott (one of the winners of the 6th

Essays submitted offer a thematic agreed on a set of principles which is to be
panorama of what the younger generation is preoccupied with in the
domain of ethics in finance.
meeting on the 12 of September 2019 at

the prize is that essays originate in similar numbers from the academic and research

th

edition three key subjects came up:

EDITORIAL / ÉDITORIAL

10
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operators concerned with the ethical dimension of their activity and with the

•

At least three of the essays published underline the fact that ethical charters and

that the ethical quality of corporate culture should be taken into account be the

Co-Presidents of the Jury

EDITORIAL / ÉDITORIAL
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13

Global Jury: Values and Principles of the Jury
The Jury comprises some twenty individuals with distinguished reputations (see the Jury
-

• Competence, excellence and experience
• 88²½Ë»É½}»½}b»É²Y»n»o8Ob
The jury members link their professional experience with a sensitivity to the core
• Concern for harmony and the common good: Jury members share the conviction
• Independence of judgement: each Jury member works faithfully in his/her own

• Openness to debate:

• The Jury members share common expectations as to the core aspects of the papers
they should be capable of seeing beyond style and mode of expression to assess the

THE JURY
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Global Jury : Seventh Edtion 2018/2019
Co-chairs of the Jury

Paul H. Dembinski

is the initiator and Director of the Foundation of the
-

Mrs Josina Kamerling

-

-

ING (managing a group of multinational clients on a worldwide basis and on all business

Honorary Members of the Jury
Dr Carol Cosgrove-Sacks,

FINANCE & THE COMMON GOOD/BIEN COMMUN
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The Most Reverend

Justin Welby

-

Members of the Jury
Mr Stéphane Bernard
ESES (Euroclear Settlement of Euronext-zone Securities) central securities depositories

Mr Pascal Cescon
-

-

France staff seconded to the European Central Bank when the European Single Supervisory

Marc Chesney

-

(Centre d’Etudes sur le Blanchiment et la Corruption) and an external expert with the

gramme for interdisciplinary Research in Ethics and co-organizer of the Ethical Finance
THE JURY
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Mr Henri-Claude de Bettignies

-

Mr Christopher de Mattos is a non-executive director and is on the advisory
-

Dr Edward Dommen
of the Swiss Alternative Bank (Banque Alternative Suisse) and a member of the Board of
Geneva’s Caisse Publique de Prêts sur Gages as well as a member of the Council of the RA-

FINANCE & THE COMMON GOOD/BIEN COMMUN
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Dr Eelco Fiole is co-founder and sole managing partner of Alpha Governance Part-

A Dutchman based in Switzerland and Singapore with substantial private exposure to Chi-

Dr Philippa Foster Back
her career at Citibank NA before joining Bowater in their Corporate Treasury Department in

Dr

Andrew Hilton is Director of the Centre for the Study of Financial Inno-

Dominique Jacquet is Visiting Scholar at Insead Social Innovation Center

-

THE JURY
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Robin Jarvis

-

is a Board member of the Genesis Initiative and a member of the Board of the Chartered
-

has been recognised through his membership of the International Accounting Standards
Board (IASB) SME specialists groups and his past membership of the European Financial

Mr Patrick Krekels

-

Dr

Hakan Lucius
-

FINANCE & THE COMMON GOOD/BIEN COMMUN
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Mrs Maggie McGhee

PwC in the Advanced Regulatory and Compliance Analytics area applying specialist analytics

-

Mrs Mathilde Mesnard is Deputy Director for Financial and Enterprise Affairs of
-

an economist working on corporate governance and developed the OECD Guidelines on cor-

RóĪa Milic-Czerniak is an associate professor at the private economic university in Warsaw and is a member of the Banking Ethics Commission at the Association of Po-

she worked at the Institute of Philosophy and Sociology of the Polish Academy of Science in
-

Mr Ross Murdoch
-

THE JURY
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Mrs Clare Payne
-

Mr Charles Pictet

is currently Vice President of the International Red Cross and Red Crescent Museum in

Mr

Brett Scott

-

-

FINANCE & THE COMMON GOOD/BIEN COMMUN
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Mr

Domingo Sugranyes Bickel

-

mutual which was at the time starting to grow internationally and has developed into a

internationalisation and the demutualisation process and was in charge of Finance and

Vatican body dedicated to spreading and debating Catholic social teachings in economic

Mr

Bernd Villhauer is the Managing Director of the Global Ethic Institute
-

-

Joël Wagner is Full Professor in Actuarial Science at the Faculty of Business
was previously part of the Swiss Occupational Pension Supervisory Commission (CHS
-

THE JURY
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Part I
Ethics in the Fintech Era

24

25

T

echnomoral Financial Agents:
Ethics in the Fintech Era

Ethics & Trust in Finance
Global edition 2018-2019
First Prize ex-aequo
The discussion on the future of

Dr Marta Rocchi
Italy

new occupations will be generated

Assistant Professor in
Corporate Governance
and Business Ethics,
DCU Business School,
Irish Institute of
Digital Business*,
Dublin (Ireland)

which new roles will human agents

this debate mainly concerns the

the future of work (World Economic
wave

* The views expressed
herein are those of the
author and do not neces-

of

the

Fourth

Industrial

some of the same questions and
concerns about the future of work:

encompasses? Which jobs will be
completely automated and which
new ones will be created in the

is the generation of trust affected
regulation keep up with the pace of

-

agents will be able to replace human

TECHNOMORAL FINANCIAL AGENTS: ETHICS IN THE FINTECH ERA
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While the debate on the future of
theoretical contribution of this article
concerning the development of the
for the debate on the future of ethics

particulière au secteur
de la Fintech (techno-

conducted up until the advent of

to implement curriculum changes in

the moral standards required of

thereby providing an answer to the

the changing context? Is it necessary

1. Aristotle and Fintech:
An Agent-Centred Ethics
for Finance

The aim of this article is to look
chez les praticiens et
Elle fait partie du
l’avenir du travail et la
vague disruptive de la

order to advance a theoretical and

is able to support the future of

questions:

probably one of the most misused in

1)
is able to support the future of
2) What are the virtues that

culièrement riche et

professionals

l’avènement de la Fintech peut-elle encore
s’appliquer à cette nou-

and

excellent

3) How can we implement an
educational strategy with which
to train technomorally virtuous
era?
In

order

to

answer

these

The philosopher Abbà offers

person and a third-person approach
views ethics as the discipline that
asks what is the good life for human
approach looks at a person’s actions
in the context of their life understood

Section 2 compares the classical
virtues with the virtues required

can be considered the father of this
ethics is the label under which this

FINANCE & THE COMMON GOOD/BIEN COMMUN
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Tout le monde parle

the third-person approach views
ethics as the discipline that answers
questions such as: Is this action licit
or illicit? Does this action comply

prioritise the description of the
morality of certain acts or situations
without considering the life of

l’importance d’être
-

is possible to collect deontological
are actually a marginal element of
the majority of the most used and
distingue une approche
mière personne et à la

theories on neo-contractualism and
The dominance of a third-person

Aristote peut être
père de l’approche à

can be retraced in the history of
suggests a distinction between agentcentred and act-centred approaches

and the publication of Anscombe’s
essay Modern Moral Philosophy

comme la discipline
qui cherche à savoir ce
qu’est une vie bonne

of the agent’s deliberation about his

une vie digne d’être

while modern ethical theories tend

et utilitariste sont des
exemples de cette

recognised as the beginning of the
rediscovery of an ethics centred on
than merely act-centred or duty-

la troisième personne
quant à elle considère

à des questions telles
que: cette action estelle licite ou illicite?
Cette action est-elle
conforme aux normes

1

Ancient ethics can thus be considered
handbook illustrates just how broad is
the scope of virtue ethics in business
debate has mainly relied on thirdperson or act-centred approaches
to ethics: What is it licit to do in
this particular situation? Is this

and the work of the Neo-Aristotelian
philosopher Alasdair MacIntyre has
and research about virtue ethics in

about the diffusion of codes of

to retrace the origin of the ethical

1 The analysis of the reasons why this
happened would go far beyond the scope

TECHNOMORAL FINANCIAL AGENTS: ETHICS IN THE FINTECH ERA
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Virtue Ethics in Fintech:
Excellent Financial Agents
and Excellent People
Although its rediscovery has
happened at a slower pace than
currently a presence in academic

de la vertu dans le

particulière doit être
rant la vie de la personne qui agit (c’estou le gestionnaire)
narrative et en tenant
compte du contexte
social dans lequel

sparked a considerable debate in this
growing discussion on virtue ethics

the habitual dispositions with which
to pursue the life worth living

good as the ultimate end of social life
and as the horizon of human work

Figure A synthesizes this dual
been done so far about shaping the

The adoption of virtue ethics
holds that the analysis of a particular
activity must take into account the

social context in which the activity
guide de l’excellence

ultimately concerns their happiness

the level of personal ethics and to the
common good on the level of social
Applying this perspective to the
the need for a characterisation of the
personal virtues of those working in

There are academic contributions
that develop both personal and social
authors have worked to demonstrate

FINANCE & THE COMMON GOOD/BIEN COMMUN
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agents in their narrative unity and
common good of society (social
2
but what has
been developed less is an agentwhich is what this article seeks to
The next section explores what
virtues are needed for an excellent

further
a solid
second
article:

the discussion by providing
basis for the answer to the
guiding question of this
What are the virtues that

professionals and excellent people in

those qualities of moral character
Quelles sont les vertus
lopper pour devenir
d’excellents profesen même temps que
d’excellentes personnes
à l’ère de la Fintech?

both as an excellent professional
and
into account the new technological
is to demonstrate that the approach
of virtue ethics provides the best

In Technology and the Virtues,
Shannon Vallor argues that the

about ethics and the good life may
even catastrophic if we do not adapt
them to these new technosocial

siècle doivent être

gives Aristotle the chance to walk the
adaptation nouvelle et
explicite à notre environnement technomo-

Cet article s’efforce de
technomorales pour

2. The Technomoral
Financial Agent: Human
Agency and Virtues in
the Fintech Era
Section 1 suggested virtue ethics
as the approach par excellence to

does not suggest completely brand
st

century virtues need to be cultivated
new and explicit adaptation
to our emerging global technomoral

This article will now carry out
free markets and the creation of a culture

½}b» ½bO}²8» o8O8» 8ub½µ¢
contributes toward its shaping in the era of

characterisation of two technomoral

whether the impact of technology

TECHNOMORAL FINANCIAL AGENTS: ETHICS IN THE FINTECH ERA
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many tasks and even decisions will
really possible to speak of a human
Are virtues needed in the future
and even decisions be automated?

Fintech as Context for the
Technomoral Virtues: Is
There Still Space for Moral
Agency?
A document from the European
Parliamentary Research Service

technology-based systems either
to provide innovative and cheaper
without the involvement of banks
or other intermediaries) or to make
Table A: Topology of Fintech
Topology of
Fintech*

Table A offers a description of each

Description**

Investment

Operations and
Risk Management

Infrastructure
and Monetisation
Interface
C»²»²b²»b½»8¢»ÁÏ¹V»¢»Á ¢»CC»²»8»²b»Yb½8bY»8OOÂ½V»µbb»²b²»
b½»8¢»ÁÏ¹ »8Y»8²88µ»?»+½8bu8»ÁÏ¸ ¢
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insofar as it contributes toward
seems that a wide range of activities
usually performed by human agents

The discourse can be translated to

agents or automated processes across
be useful to consider the virtues

but also shapes the contribution of
With regard to responsibility

Avec l’avènement de

-

responsibilities

be

delegated

to

of the ethical issues classically
analysed in the relationship between
the distinction drawn by Mancher et

des agents humains
soit repris par des

the ethics of technology: neutrality
Serait-il alors utile de
tion les vertus de ceux
qui travaillent dans le
secteur de la Fintech
ou est-ce que toutes
personnelles seraient

de la Fintech partage bon nombre des
traditionnellement ana-

questions such as the following:
have responsibility for a mistake or
illegal or unethical behaviour? Who
should be considered accountable
agents? The debate on the neutrality
of technology includes those who
believe that technology has no moral

the design of technology has a moral
state that both the way we design
technology and the way we use
Jasanoff (2016) in The Ethics of
Invention
arguing that the way technology is

accountability)”

(Mancher

et

bots can look after more complex
activities such as funds distribution
and control or cost and obligation
need to be triggered by a human
É²b²
This is the reason why it is still
important to speak of the virtues
scenario where automation and

While repetitive and process-based
avoiding many common human

TECHNOMORAL FINANCIAL AGENTS: ETHICS IN THE FINTECH ERA
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cannot be argued for other actions
that human agents will need to learn
comme la vertu qui
permet à l’agent
bon et de choisir le
meilleur moyen de le

alors qu’elle est moins
même si elle est particulièrement pertinente

prendre les agents
dans l’environne-

de la sagesse pratique
dans le contexte des
innovations technolo-

mise à jour sous mode
techno de Vallor et la
tion examine comment
la sagesse techno-morale peut agir dans les
cinq domaines de la

Even

if

Vallor

describes

context of a revised human agency in
a detailed account of the parts of

Technomoral Wisdom in the
Fintech Era

integral elements essentially linked to

Practical wisdom (PW) can be
described as the virtue that enables
to choose the best means to achieve
been widely studied in relation to

helps in acquiring knowledge through
the experience or the knowledge of
even if it is particularly relevant for
the numerous different decisions

(2011) argues that rules and incentives
do not help people desire to do the
right thing and choose the best means

to acquire knowledge through one’s
balance the means that the person
has in the present with the purpose
helps take into account the relevant

of PW that helps people decide for the
The following Table B shows how
techno-moral wisdom can act along
PW in the context of technological
general
condition of well-cultivated and
integrated moral expertise that
the detailed description by Aquinas

FINANCE & THE COMMON GOOD/BIEN COMMUN
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Table B: Technomoral Wisdom in Fintech
Topology of
Technomoral Wisdom
Fintech*
Finance and
Investment
circumspection and caution in deciding the best

opportunity in buying shares in a company selling non-

support a company that helps enhance the future of

shrewdness are greatly reinforced by bots and other
while the way of using the knowledge (reason) remains
Internal
Operations
and Risk
Management

This might be the area in which human skills are more
deducts from human agency some areas of interaction and
The reign of technomoral wisdom in this area is the

TECHNOMORAL FINANCIAL AGENTS: ETHICS IN THE FINTECH ERA
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Payments and
Infrastructure

The fact that payments are easier to perform does not
necessarily mean that the decision about payments is
of contactless technology on spending behaviours: if

wisdom helps in discerning the best purchasing option

Data
Security and
Monetisation

Technomoral wisdom helps in assessing the value of

Customer
Interface

Technomorally wise developers of technological systems

means to achieve a good end is an essential part of the
C»OO²Yu»½»²b²»b½»8¢»ÁÏ¹V»¢»Á ¢
This overview is illustrative but

Digital Integrity

detail involved in each of the aspects of

educated oneself so that one is

quite another in other contexts”
The Renaissance of Practical Wisdom in

is the habitual disposition to
show the same moral character

need: training technomorally wise

living according to the standard

FINANCE & THE COMMON GOOD/BIEN COMMUN
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treating other people’s money as if it
judgment to a situation in which
others are involved as if you were the

showing the same moral character

exposure to different digital platforms
can give rise to the existence of
different digital identities for the
Life on the Screen:
Identity in the Age of the Internet refers
to decentred and multiple identities

preuve de la même
force morale avec des

different moral character depending
on the situation in which a person
Digital integrity is needed in

est la compartimenmontrer une force

where technomoral wisdom enables
the agent in multifaceted aspects: it
is the coherent exercise of the traits
of technomoral wisdom across any

fonction de la situation
dans laquelle se trouve

Fintech appelle à

This virtue is going to be named
digital integrity does not concern

qui doit maintenant

to show the same moral character in
Figure B illustrates this dynamic
authors have worked on identity in

On appellera cette
rique» et elle peut être
disposition habituelle
à montrer la même
force de caractère dans

TECHNOMORAL FINANCIAL AGENTS: ETHICS IN THE FINTECH ERA
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Bien que de nom-

3. Fintech and the
Virtues: A Proposal for
Technomoral Education
in Finance

it is possible to integrate ethics into

While many universities already

the reductionist concept of human
beings upon which the theory of

not all of them integrate ethics into

-

contributions deal with ethics in

elles n’intègrent pas

In order to train technomoral
Techno-ethics Instant
Elevators (TIEs) can be introduced
order to have a concrete visualisation

certaines contribu-

et l’enseignement dans
ce domaine n’ont pas
-

ethics into business school degrees
is highly valued by those bodies
assessing the value of business
Education Task Force to AACSB

following Figure C replicates the

found in the publicly accessible
sections of their website (https://

Integrating ethics in the newlyTIE is designed to be a learning fast
track taught with solid theoretical

(AIT) peuvent être
introduits dans le

of the criticisms against business
education in the aftermath of the

voie d’apprentissage

of America’s best business schools
with the instructor and the other
brèves et informatives
et une conception
-

assiduously applied the techniques
that they had spent a small fortune
that your mission is ‘to educate
leaders who make a difference in the
and then wash your hands
of your alumni when the difference

on how to face a situation related

Figure C shows the integration of
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vertu est l’approche par
excellence pour envisacière future dans sa
rant à la fois la vie des

et la contribution

de la Fintech laisse une
place à l’agence morale

All
dans cette industrie

the

topics

and

related

8 have been sketched throughout

Conclusions
This article considers the future

vertus technomorales

regulation would be best left to an
en tant qu’excellents
professionnels de la

movie The Big Short
to provide a basis for discussion on

temps comme excel-

A more advanced integration
technomorale et pratiquer constamment

arguing that:
1) Virtue ethics is the approach
par excellence to look at
in its technical and moral

education would consist of adding
-

which can be introduced by reading
MacIntyre’s provocative article on

offrir une opportu-

The Irrelevance of Ethics

la manière dont les

a structured discussion about
whether MacIntyre’s criticisms of

-

narrative unity and the positive

this industry need to develop
2016) in order to develop
themselves
as
excellent

de leur profession pour

of anti-virtuous behaviour could
change positively or negatively in
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need to develop technomoral
their profession in the future of

3) A proposal for the integration
of ethics into existing and

examples of TIEs (Technoethics Instant Elevators) are
designed to offer an effective
learning
opportunity
that

the best version of themselves while
contributing to the common good
recover its original social function
of bridging savers and investors in
order to realise worthwhile projects
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PhD Student, School
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Ethics & Trust in Finance
Global edition 2018-2019
First Prize ex-aequo
“It is, in fact, arguable that economics
has had two rather different origins,
both related to politics, but related
in rather different ways, concerned
respectively with ‘ethics’, on the one
hand, and with what may be called
®bubb²u¯V»»½}b»½}b²¢»

Luca Roncella
Italy
Associate Researcher
at Boston Consulting
Group*,
Madrid (Spain)

In celebrating the inauguration
of the Schwarzman College of

the president of the prestigious
bilinguals: engineers with better

* The views expressed
herein are those of the
authors and do not neces-

build ethical products and platforms
and who know how to interact with
civil leaders and policy makers
in order to develop responsible

disciplines

ranging

from

STEM

and mathematics) subjects to social

concrete response to the modern
problem of reductionist knowledge
which sees the need for specialisation
taking the form of solving complex

A similar concern which to
date is unresolved characterises
the aftermath of the great crisis of
2008 and the subsequent economic
recession and suffering that it
there have been at least two positive
as institutional and concerns the

MIT set up an interdisciplinary
faculty that researches and teaches

10 years has been strengthened
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with measures that have made the

technological advances in terms

Cet article pose la
question de savoir

cryptocurrencies
devrait pas être enrichi

central theme of this article and is

-

the relationship between ethics and

en grande partie sur
l’innovation technoconnaissances techfondamental dans le
recherches indiquent

their voices to highlight the need
to deepen the ethical dimension of

de sujets similaires
qui pourrait mettre en
lumière la responsabili-

been made to include the teaching
ethics”

prenant en compte une
composante humales dimensions non
quantitatives de la
et de ses institutions
dans les programmes

qu’une connaissance
intransigeante et abstales que leur travail

courses

added

to

the

professional associations such as
the CFA have incorporated ethics
and social responsibility into their

A Gap in Finance Ethics
Education

structured

largely underpinned by technological
have

seemingly spared no sector related to

and

adapted

quickly

to

this

1
of quants
with the aim of designing innovative
products suited to their clients’

The purely computational and
quantitative skills that these
product development roles require
means that the personnel selection
process increasingly draws from
has seen universities
create a
proliferation of masters degrees

ad hoc

While technical knowledge is
absolutely central to the educational

article asks whether the current

our research indicates that ethics

The evolution of our economic

1 In this article we use the two terms
quants - as those
involved in investment strategies - can be

as o8O8» O8½8µ has been
and continues to be conveyed
mostly
by
unprecedented
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education or a similar subject that

A Financial Engineer’s
Narrative
We start by analysing the
educational route of a hypothetical
and show without

analyser le parcours
-

article highlights the need for a kind
of education that takes into account
a humanistic component in order
to integrate the non-quantitative

les plus saillantes

We also draw upon real narratives
collected by Patterson (2010)
In order to illustrate better the

2

celui d’un conseiller

of a task that corresponds with the
from acquiring a purely radical
and abstract knowledge that would
distance them from the potential
montrent clairement
une tendance nette

The article is structured as

quantitative de ceux
qui occupent ces

history” methodology to reconstruct

ce qui constitue un

banks and investment funds have
increased the number of quants and
technicians they employ to address
the technological challenges that
they face and to gain a competitive

highlighting both the limits of

The stories collected clearly
show the decided tendency towards
a quantitative education of those

network as well as the university’s

exemplary case is that of Edward

second section focuses on the

one of the quants
Thorp has a PhD in physics from

en même temps que

auraient autrement
s’exprimer dans des
domaines tels que la
-

The third section focuses on the
critical issues related to the current

some proposals to improve the

throughout the paper to refer to investment
professionals who are registered with FINRA

though this paper compares quants’ lack of
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gèrent qu’un nombre
ayant une formation
technique se tournent
vers des carrières
professionnelles dans
tuent leur transition

an expert in creating strategies to
beat the casino at blackjack and the

of the most important quants during

quant

le secteur des quants

dont un exemple est

His book b8½» ½}b» 8²b½ is among
the bestsellers for would-be quants

4

The rankings offered

to observe the curricula that some

Thorp’s recommendations to launch

connaissance qu’ont les
candidats des modèles
quantitatifs tels que les

world by an academic route such

young talents and directed them

quantitative (CFQ)

gourou quantitatif Paul
-

Business Schools in
the Age of Financial
Engineering
Even more rigorous statistics3
suggest that an increasing number of
students with technical backgrounds
are turning their attention to

tenter de correspondre
au CFA (Chartered

sector has attracted talents that

There are also several cases of
investors who followed in Thorp’s

degrees are highly specialised and
apply mathematical and physical
science models to disciplines such as
model

planning

and

derivatives

3

Black-Scholes et ceux
ainsi que de ceux des

has a PhD in physics from Harvard
and who is the current Global Head

even knowing the difference between
connaissances de la

one year after graduation in Physics were
working in a wide range of employment
sectors with the largest numbers choosing

4 An example is provided by the Master of
Financial Engineering Program at Berkeley
have a background in mathematics/statistics
https://

offer an insight into what constitutes
)
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ments et en raison de

de premier plan au sein
cières sont de plus en
plus purement quan-

in the Annexe shows how business
ethics courses are in fact present and
considered central to the training

illustratif est celui de
sable de la section Strat
de Goldman Sachs (la
-

mondial de la division
Chavez n’est qu’un
manière d’atteindre
les plus hauts rangs de
l’une des plus importantes banques d’investissement de Wall
Street sans aucune
formation formelle en

covered by the research offer a course

This empirical evidence is also
reinforced by the importance that a

The difference between these two

to ethics oversight and professional

technology played a key role such as

as the Chartered Financial Analyst
Institute (CFA) upholds ethical
and professional standards through
their investment analysis and

the lack of ethics in quantitative
models and strategies cannot be

required to meet three levels to obtain

models and the complex derivatives
that quants

ethical behaviour and the standards
the limitations of the creators of
quants sector is also developing its
mathematical models and write

sances en informa-

(CQF) which unlike the equivalent

blèmes quantitatifs lui
ont permis d’obtenir
-

references6

quant

to certify a candidate’s knowledge
as Black-Scholes Theory and Credit

-

You can see this in the abstractness
of their writing and their voices
are incapable of understanding the
exactly famous for their interpersonal
nature is very important in this

n’ont souvent pas la
-

‘all these interacting humans lead
About a quarter of the best MBA students in
6 See

they don’t want to understand the
FINANCE NEEDS ‘BILINGUALS’ TOO
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dimensions humanistes
-

-

pure mathematics for its own sake
is better than mathematics that can
don’t know they don’t understand”

This is
just a more recent example of how
to ascend to the highest ranks of one
of the most important Wall Street
investment banks without receiving

A Goldman Sachs’ Story
Despite these warnings and as
a result of the widespread use of

knowledge of computer science
and his ability to solve quantitative
problems has allowed him to achieve

occupied by purely quantitative

Goldman Sachs’ Strats section (the
monde des sciences
humaines et celui des

recently appointed Global Head of

-

personal history is emblematic of

As the data collected shows quants
often do not have the opportunity
during their university years to deal
with issues related to the humanistic
and social dimensions of economics

graduate

du à des disciplines

would

not

have

a

has a PhD in Medical Information
and a masters in Computer Science
une branche de la

professional career by founding

sation permanente a vu

8

Commodities division of Goldman
nant lieu à un nouveau
1980 qui consistait en
une fusion de statiset qui devint plus tard
connu sous le nom de

to apply the techniques studied
during the undergraduate degree to

are two key roles in a properly

Credit Suisse as Global Head of
both

discharge

important

software company where he was
com/our-firm/leadership/management-

held a series of global positions at

Chicago
admission-requirements
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lution s’est produite
principalement dans le
elle a rapidement trou-

routes one can take in managerial

intertwined with pure engineering
argues that even the quantitative
sector has to take into account what
But why is such a claim relevant?

un royaume des courtiers et des analystes

The Separation Thesis

non seulement les
nuances plus humaines
aujourd’hui le royaume

as an example to argue that Western
intellectual life can be divided into

epigraph which we quoted at the start
Even

tough

this

evolution

soon found its way into the world
a kingdom of brokers and analysts
who could read not only economic
processes but also more human

of quants
engineering element is seen as

fondamental et a rem-

there are the literati
parce qu’il est moins
apte à proposer des
-

Between these two poles there lies
an abyss of mutual incomprehension
which sometimes is characterised
polarisation which according to the
author causes untold harm to both
groups as well as to society in general

la thèse selon laquelle
aucune analyse technique ne devrait être
-

This divide that Snow portrays
between the worlds of the humanities
and science has gradually spread to

a process of ongoing specialisation has
seen economics transformed from

to a new subject in the 1980s involving

perhaps less apt at offering instant

overlapping

magisteria

non(NOMA):
free-value

of an exact science, this article is
based on the thesis that no technical
analysis should be devoid of ethical

If Financial Engineers
were just like Nuclear
Physicists

In his book My Country and the World
Peace Prize winner recounted how
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participate in some groundbreaking
experiments on thermonuclear

destruction9
seem out of place to imagine the
military personnel in our anecdote

these led to two tragic events: the
death of a young soldier and a two-

a market security product which
might be as noxious as a time bomb

Sacharov - plagued by the images of
the day before - expressed the hope
that Russian weapons would never

quants with a moral awareness of

tique concernant le
Sacharov en proie aux
images de deux morts

alongside the concern that few
people in academia are confronting

who ran the experiments replied
that the task of the scientists was

Reification and
Practical Wisdom

l’espoir que les armes
russes n’exploseraient

We refer here to two major
contributions regarding the ethical

comment elles seraient

Sacharov illustrated through this
episode how no one can evade his
or her share of the responsibility
for actions on which the existence

Rooney focuses on the composition
and structures of the networks at the
emphasises the danger that a kind of

de Sacharov et de

of morality as a category in itself
and insistence that there was only
-

que certains produits
potentiellement être

that it was not possible to deny the

allows one to acknowledge that
what concerns human beings takes
The history of Sacharov and

products have the potential to
be turned into weapons of mass

²boO8½
This concept is derived from Marxist
philosophy and considers abstract
knowledge as if it were true and
concrete (Marx referred to the

real world - are secondary to theory
and that if there is a discrepancy

http://
pdf
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urgent de faire en sorte
que les quants soient

en prenant le relais

particularly vivid in the networks

engineering education is exclusively

products - see Willmott’s quote
above - since these networks are
generally shaped to generate private
positive consequences rather than

as techne
criteria of success are as neutral as
the standards utilised in the exact

issue is the fact that the innovation

Rooney’s words echo West’s

that they usually happen within the

approach rather than a blind
trust in mathematical models
when designing new products

attirent l’attention sur
(2013) se concentre
sur la composition
et les structures des
cière et insiste sur le
risque qu’une sorte
de connaissance

facilement se trans-

institutions while universities and
research centers are oblivious to

hopefully free from that short-term
focus that characterises business
and able to focus on larger and more
complex problems - could be the
ideal place for critical thinkers to

que les faits viennent

and understand its implications
Rooney’s proposal hinges on
the need to rediscover the practical
wisdom component within the
sagesse pratique
(la phronèse ou la
prudence) est la vertu
de choisir le moyen ap-

(phronesis or prudence) is the virtue
of choosing the suitable means to the

and the responsibility to match the
complexity of a product with the
from considering the implications of

by identifying those moments in
the decision-making process where

Virtue Ethics in
Financial Engineering
Both authors focus on the
supposed role that the university
should play in creating more integral

and it refers to the right action in
bonne action dans les
choses morales (faire

evident reductionism as described
an action will be right if a virtuous
agent would characteristically do

we found a useful contribution
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to understanding how ethics can
effectively have a meaning in a
quantitative curriculum beyond

Nassim Taleb and his Real World
program embedded in the real
curriculum that is devoid of explicit

Han’s proposal is the result of an
original mixture of virtue ethics10
in particular with regard to practical

the mission statement claims to
you use a model” and declares that

en ce qui concerne la

the need to propose positive role
models that can stimulate students’

reality to models not from models to
is a good antidote to the risk of

personal values and those dictated
by science or work which is typical
intellectual project (contained in

plaires peuvent être
une source d’inspiration morale pour les

effects of a moral education based

de nouveaux modèles
de comportement en

stories of exemplary models can be

by different social psychological
or where they have µ»»½}b»u8b

transcender les aspects
techniques de l’innode faire preuve d’une
la manière dont elles
est un chemin concret
par lequel les univerments d’enseignement
processus d’innovation

try to understand risks”)11
A concrete way through which
universities
and
educational

Another real case that could
work for our aim is that of

innovation process is by promoting

exposed Bernard Madoff’s Ponzi

are able to transcend the technical
foster a better comprehension of the
ethical repercussions of their task
One trailblazing example concerns
the former trader and risk analyst

143) in order to underline both
his quantitative knowledge as
epistemic
ask questions where others kept

10 Virtue Ethics is one of the main approaches

was revived in the twentieth century through

is the combination of traditional
mathematical skills reinforced by
epistemic virtue which explains
11 See
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complexe de la science
est celui des neurostion des nouvelles
technologies suscite
d’importants progrès
sion du fonctionnement de l’esprit et
dans la recherche de
traitements pour des
maladies ou des dys-

de ces risques dans

The Case of
Neurotechnology
challenges posed by technology
do not merely concern financial

towards this would be to expose
of science is that of neuroscience
where the use of new technologies
(such as artificial intelligence) is
spurring important advances in the
understanding of the functioning
of the mind and in finding cures for
diseases or dysfunctions related to
the brain12

un organe analogue
à la Commission de

per de l’utilisation de

and academic-research trainees
to ethics as part of their standard
training on joining a company
be taught to think more deeply
about how to pursue advances and
deploy strategies that are likely
to contribute constructively to

to manipulate free will (Yuste et
is currently debating these risks

à la manière dont les

innovation could be altered
and the producers of devices
better equipped by embedding
an ethical code of conduct into

is noteworthy how they refer to
a case study on past threats from
emphasise the need to set up a

established to deal with the use
of atomic energy for peaceful
purposes and to control the spread

advance the idea of a Hippocratic

neuroscientists to work for the
good of human beings and to
observe the highest professional
While it is heartening to see
how these scholars are dealing
with purely ethical issues linked
this article wishes to show the

emphasized the cultural or ethical
here it is worth dwelling on the
de souligner ici le volet
tant pour faciliter les
processus d’innovation

We think that there are still many
steps to take towards a socially
responsible financial engineering

important for facilitating ethical
Neuroscientists

argue

that

the global project aimed at revolutionising our
https://

since the financial crisis have seen
an increased interest in issues
including among practitioners (it
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The Road Map for
an Ethical Financial
Engineering
voulions premièrement
faire le point sur ce
gnant les raisons philosophiques et pratiques
pour lesquelles il est
au caractère moral des
-

of

conduct

for

experience accumulated over
the years in facing the ethical
the philosophical and practical
reasons why it is urgent to delve
into the moral character of quants

main insights can be summarised as
follows:

avons brièvement

education through the lens of
virtue ethics and leveraging
in particular practical wisdom
This virtue captures the moral
au travers de la lentille

standards

could work as a roadmap for
similar strategies for quants
and anyone else involved

underscored their responsibility
These are all initial cues that need
to be explored in depth in any future
that just like nuclear physicists and

an exclusive focus on technical

en tirant parti notamment de la sagesse

centres de recherche
universitaires dans les
processus d’innovation

ter les meilleures pratiques et des normes
de conduite pour les

order to take into account reality
when designing products or

academic

research

centres

innovation which are currently
the inaccessible domain of

while limiting the damage that
a reductionist approach could
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Table 1: Master in Financial Engineering
University

Programme

Princeton

Master’s in Finance

New York
Carnegie Mellon

Chicago

Columbia
MIT

Master’s in Financial
Engineering

NO

Master’s in
Computational
Finance
Master’s in Financial
Mathematics
Master’s of Science in
Quantitative Finance
Master’s in Financial
Engineering
Master’s in Finance

NO

Master’s in Financial
Engineering
Berkeley
Imperial College

School of
Engineering

Link

curriculum/

NO
required-courses
NO
NO
Finance
Ethics and
Regulation
NO

Master’s in Financial
Engineering

NO

Master’s in Risk
Management

Ethics and
Professional
Standards in
Finance

Engineering
Oxford

Business
Ethics in the
Programme
NO

engineering/academics
academics/curriculum

Master’s in
Mathematical and
Computational
Finance

NO

Master’s in Financial
Engineering

NO

school/programmes/msc-riskmanagement/programme/modules/

graduate/courses/msc-mathematical-

engineering-ms
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Table 2: Ranking of MBAs1
businessschoolrankings/global-mba-ranking-2019

Ranking School
MBA FT
in 2019
1

2

Stanford

Harvard

Programme Business
Ethics in the
Programme
MBA

Ethics in
Management

MBA

Elective

Mandatory

Mandatory
and Corporate
Accountability

3

4

INSEAD

Wharton

Ceibs

6

MBA

Business and
Society

MBA

MBA

MBA

Managing
Responsibility:
Ethics in

edu/programs/
mba/academicexperience/
curriculum
edu/mba/academicexperience/
curriculum/Pages/

Mandatory

Mandatory
Ethics
Business
Ethics and
Corporate
Governance

Workers Link
»o8Ob»
%

aspx
programmes/mba/
core-courses
curriculum/

Mandatory
edu/mba/corecourses
Mandatory
edu/masters-degrees/
mba/programmecontent/core-courses

Organizations
and Society
8

Chicago

MBA

Business
Environment

Mandatory
programs/fulltime/academics/
curriculum
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8

MIT

MBA

Elective
Environment
and Ethics

9

10

11

12

Columbia

Berkeley

Yale

IESE

MBA

MBA

MBA

MBA

Executive
Ethics

Elective

Ethics and
Responsibility
in Business

Mandatory

Business
Ethics/ Ethical
Choices
in Public

Elective

Business
Ethics

Mandatory

courses/mba/2019/
Spring
edu/academics/
curriculum
elective-core-courses

program/
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This paper concerns the practical
problem of the evolution of moral
attitudes among representatives of
Poland’s banking sector in the face
of the requirements imposed by the

In the same section I will discuss
an approach to shaping moral
attitudes based on Aristotle’s ethics

to answer the question addressed

that it does not have to be the case

virtue ethics is often juxtaposed with

Aristotle’s concept can be aligned
problem in the opening chapter of the

his concept of phronesis (practical

and tools will be highlighted that are

and complement some existing
mechanisms and help nurture moral

After demonstrating some downsides
* The views expressed
herein are those of the
author and do not neces-

possible solutions to some emerging
issues and identify relevant tools to
meet the requirements established by

Moral aspects of work in
the banking sector
Before identifying the moral
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Cet essai porte sur
tudes morales parmi

technical dimensions become critical

secteur bancaire polonais face aux exigences

the question of what methods and
techniques should be employed for

tions pour les banques

le secteur bancaire est

Meta-economics has been established
as a new unit of the Institute for
Cycles Research at Poland’s National

rely on another understanding of
morality as a person-to-person
rrelationship based on taking

-

of members of the Polish Network
of Philosophy of Economics also

attempts to provide practical
answers to the ethical challenges

de la mise en œuvre

somehow involves a relationship of

in the banking sector have been
the drawing up of the Code of Best
since 2013 as the Code of Banking
Ethics (CBE) and the appointment
of the Banking Ethics Committee

des attitudes morales

a paver’s work includes taking care
that people will not trip and fall on
les banques font de
l’argent leur seul

references to the CBE can be
and detailed component of the

banking sector work also has a
certain moral dimension
Academic
economists
are
increasingly aware of the moral
aspects of work in banking and
interest in matters surpassing the
pour promouvoir les

règlements et les codes
sont là pour empêcher
les banquiers d’agir de

There are publications appearing
on the philosophy of economics
and meta-economy or the ethics
of economics which challenge the
division of the subject into a science
free of any axiological elements and

(ĩ
Ĕ

SQFB requires familiarity with the
banking codes of best practice and
ethics (ĩ
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The SQFB’s guidelines on
social responsibility for higher
croissant pour la
recherche dans des

in the context of the development
of ethical attitudes in Poland’s

noteworthy outcome of this interest
is the requirements regarding
employees’ moral attitudes which
programme suggests a fair degree of

-

publications sur la phi-

mie qui remettent en
question la division

satisfying the needs of external and
internal customers in accordance

professional ethics” (ĩ
Responsibility aligned with
professional ethics is vital to the

normative dont serait
issus les objectifs de la

requires an even higher ethical

Certains des projets
caire ont sans aucun

this level should be a role model of
ethical behaviour in his or her team
(ĩ
6 requires an employee to be able to
resolve complex ethical dilemmas
in his or her professional practice
(ĩ

du Code de bonnes
pratiques bancaires

important de noter
CBE se trouvent dans
le Cadre sectoriel de

employee additionally promotes
attitudes based on the professional
ethos by developing a culture of
communication and cooperation
focused on solutions that generate
an added value for all partners
(ĩ

banques en Pologne
même une composante
-

theme is explored both in academic
including

programme is very ambitious and
currently available methods and
tools for shaping moral attitudes in
the banking sector in relation to the

Classical ways of
moulding ethical
attitudes in professional
practice
When there is a need for shaping
moral attitudes due to a growing
or a certain moral crisis erupts in

two standard tools: regulations and

commentators demanded increased
regulation or enhanced systems of

emergence of a moral crisis is to
attempt to regulate the condemnable
approach would be to develop a
ĝroda
pointed out in her article in ½Ë8”:

members of the Polish
professions and institutions of public
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it conclusive in resolving what is
more demands for codes” (ĝ

attitudes morales en
raison d’un nombre
croissant de nouveaux

That low opinion of human
behaviour seems to be well-founded
if we look at numerous professional
codes formulated in Poland since

kind of instruction helps to liberate
me from the constant need to take
responsibility when facing moral
challenges and allows me to rely on a

constraints and prohibitions to be
observed by the representatives of

In order to grasp the problem

have an evident cyclical character

dimension of our actions consists

qu’une certaine crise

de la vie publique
ou dans une profes-

This state of affairs rests on two

avons recours à deux
outils standards : les

second element is a sense of agitation

many people naively and almost
magically cherish a belief in ethical

classique est la teneur

of morally reprehensible attitudes
and behaviours will make people
-

accrue ou des systèmes

towards shaping what a moral action
Video
meliora, proboque, deteriora sequor (I

has been a commonly shared belief
that to take a morally acceptable
action we need something more than

of incentives partly allows us to
This is because it is another decisionmaker who determines what actions
are desirable and what incentives

the second and third components of
how to persuade people to act as we

conclusive instruction on how to

stimuli very often replace moral
motivation and start to drive our
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Why are ethical codes
not an effective tool
in cultivating moral
attitudes?

sur deux hypothèses
nombreuses per-

between mine and someone else’s
only refer to the assessment that a
third party has the right to accept
formula expressed in the third person

illusions regarding the effectiveness
½Ë8» FbÎ» YbµÂ

en l’intellectualisme

nous supposons que la

thinking” which are inherent to

tudes et de comportements moralement
teront les gens à bien
simple fait de nommer
le mal moral n’est que
le premier pas vers la
tion de ce que peut être

dissipe toute illusion

Etyka bez kodeksu

souligne trois faiblesses essentielles de

premier problème est

le second se rapporte

because it is not the result of a wrong
formulation of some principle but
of an existing attribute of every
attempt to create an ultimate moral
out:

the second one comes down to the
The asymmetry of duties and
claims results from the tension
between the duties that we assume
and a claim of the right to demand
similar situation would recognise the
the difference between the legal and
moral standards is that the former
are binding universally while the
also observes that the most morally
valuable deeds are those that we
cannot demand of all as an absolute
unique nature of action taken and
not on acting in line with a universal
The last element stressed by
asymmetry of duties and claims is
cogito
not all moral decisions translate

when some attempted to squeeze
it into regulations or systems of
of repression and wickedness and

they are rarely unambiguous and
most often arise from the clash of
opposing values whose hierarchy
dimension of action is lost and
deformed as soon as it is subjected to

churches or professional groups”

the SQFB’s recommendations about
the need to take responsibility in
accordance with professional ethics

it is not enough to refer to a line in
the code to identify your professional
responsibility because in many
practical situations these provisions
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will not offer unambiguous guidance
conclusion that each moral choice
the seller wants to dispose of the
maximum number at the highest
opposite purpose: to purchase
only as much as he or she needs at
un modèle moral
l’accomplissement
des exigences aux-

employee offering a product faces
a dilemma: show the customer all
possible options and products that
might interest the customer or only
selected products that are the most
Ĕ

fondamentaux du

This awareness is needed both to
accumulate energy to mitigate the
negative effects of choice and in
order not to lose the perspective
of a different choice in similar

someone else’s choices which are

conclude that codes instruct us
acting according to a code can delude

de promouvoir les
attitudes de pseudomodèles auto-proclaconstamment aux gens
ce qui est juste et ce
qu’ils doivent faire
sans respecter leur

which moral obligation should be
followed immediately and not as a
source of solutions to professional
knowing how we should understand

Another

se concentreront sur

problem

raised

by

every code author must accept
that all values which are presented
as the subject of moral duty can

which requires employees at this
level to be moral models for their
self-styled moral heroes who consider
themselves superior only because
they blindly follow some externally
people tend to force others to imitate

while ignoring or downplaying their

ou le changement

You cannot force anyone to
recognise a person as a model or
to earn the right to be regarded
cogito
demonstrating

competence

in

universal rule that determines which
value should prevail over another in
be a moral model should follow the
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of actions causes changes to how we
the

attitudes

of

self-proclaimed

peut-être les incitations sont un meilleur

constantly patronise people about

attitudes morales? Si
les gens veulent faire
ce qui est juste et que

in seeking their own answers to
they will lose interest in morality
at all and will focus on obeying

seront encore plus

Anyone wishing to develop and
deepen their moral stance should
que si nous avons

blood donation experiment in his
The Gift Relationship
Titmuss compared the British blood

blood came from volunteers and
some was purchased by commercial
British system worked better than its
American counterpart at all levels

especially when they aim to master
the ability to solve complicated

à l’acte est encore

Demoralising aspects of
incentives

deux raisons d’agir
se font concurrence

The

researcher

concluded

that

perhaps incentives are a better tool
for shaping moral attitudes? If

important lorsqu’il
s’agit d’incitations
-

and we additionally reward them for

Another noteworthy study was

psychologie sociale des

that they will be even more eager to
It seems quite obvious that if we
selon laquelle la

the probability that we will do it is

des actions entraîne

Wolfenschiessen was selected as a
potential storage location for nuclear
to a referendum to decide whether
such a facility should be created in

reasons to do something compete
with each other instead of creating

substantiated by research in social

inhabitants) whether they would
have approved of the construction
in their village of a radioactive waste
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storage site with low and medium

compensation was offered for its
Gee,

formation d’attitudes
système d’incitations

The villagers were aware of the
hazard and the diminishing value of
their property but were still positive
because Wolfenschiessen had been
selected by the Swiss parliament as

The studies discussed above show
that the shaping of moral attitudes
based on an incentive scheme can
problem is that when an incentive
occurs it begins to determine

The respondents also felt that it was
their civil duty to take responsibility
asked the respondents whether they
would have been ready to accept the
proposal of building a radioactive
waste repository with low and
medium levels of radioactivity in
their village if the parliament had
paid them compensation of CHF

lorsque l’incitation est
sur le choix et les
gens cessent de se
mon devoir?» et s’en

interests?” One example is when
executives ignore the long-term
condition of their enterprises and

over-reliance

on

incentives

will

trouver des outils ca-

The researchers achieved similar
results in subsequent studies in six
other places that were considered as
locations for another waste storage

du secteur bancaire
temps les problèmes
tions des codes et des
-

philosophes contempo-

knowledge has evolved considerably
since Titmuss’ intuitive theory that
monetary compensation destroys
an established theory of motivation
crowding-out which goes far beyond

their morality when replaced by
stimuli derived from an incentive

Virtue ethics as a tool
for shaping moral
attitudes in the Polish
banking sector
It is advisable to look at virtue
will help meet the requirements
imposed by the SQFB on banking

This theory is consistent with a
limitations of codes and incentiveThe crowding-out effect explains
why the support for the toxic
artefact decreased when monetary

already been made by contemporary
McCloskey

has

written

about
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the seven virtues of middle class
economic life: love (kindness

-

rather refer to it as the facilitation
temperance

(moderation

and

and foresight) and justice (social

de la vertu dans le
secteur bancaire dans

limit the moral elements that might
be incorporated into the spectrum

allow the inclusion of cooperation
elements of the telos

soulignent que gagner
de l’argent n’est pas

Robert Sugden have suggested that
participation in work and trade is
consistent with such virtues as self-

the desires of other people and the
perception of others as potential
partners in mutually rewarding
,
faire la chose correcte
et d’apprendre la

Sharpe also write about virtue ethics
in banking in Practical Wisdom

Banks can play a socially useful
individuals in raising capital to grow
their businesses while making money

attempt to address objections raised
against economics by virtue ethics
a good banker is a trustworthy

professionnelle peut
se manifester dans la

criticism of Alasdair MacIntyre and
Elizabeth Anderson is misguided
because it ignores the possibility
of the existence of an economicstelos
critics assume in advance that
economics must always be driven
by the instrumental logic of the

exemple lors de la
tenue minutieuse des
registres des revenus
et des ressources du

is not possible to practise virtues
through economic activities (Bruni
,

et nous aide à pour-

-

takes responsibility for customers
core of this concept of banking is
the relationship between the banker

banking system without trust is very

telos as

Sugden,
I would note that the use of the word

on practical wisdom (phronesis)
Phronesis

to do the right thing and learn the
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individual experience and helps us

vaillant dans une
institution bancaire
ne peuvent pas être
ment par des stimuli
tions externes sont

Practical wisdom is therefore a
combination of the will to do the
right thing and the ability to act in

knowledge of people living in small

by practical wisdom knows how and
when to make an exception to any

the idea of micro-loans would not

To be able to be guided by
phronesis
improvise and not fall into a

de discerner à qui

CDBs or Community Development

that a prudent person is like a jazz

les encourager à bien

une large mesure de la

leading American bank supporting

building

a

moral

competence

(rules) prevent a jazz musician from
improvising (developing their moral
competence) or make them lose

Taking care of practical wisdom
can help meet the challenges
framed by the SQFB
taking responsibility in accordance
with professional ethics can be

records of customer’s income and
resources in order to assess their

et qu’ils soient ainsi

code only becomes a set of guidelines
certainement l’outil
de promotion d’un tel
vertu doit être soutenue à tous les niveaux
de la carrière bancaire

will help solve ethical dilemmas in
the professional practice of banking

aware that we cannot just follow its
for the complexity and ambiguity
Practical

wisdom

can

be
a loan applicant is trustworthy and
Phronesis can help build an
attitude that seeks solutions that
bring added value to all partners when
deciding how to manage the bank’s
assets and how to give good advice to

le SQFB deviennent

Grammen Bank and the mastermind
of the micro-loan scheme for the

recommendations and putting them
into practice in professional life can
also earn individual people the status

specialist economic knowledge to
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Creating good conditions for the
development of practical wisdom is
to offer their staff opportunities
to meet the people whom they

moral

attitudes

among

bank

This may fostering a culture of
as was the case before the 2008

fostering practical wisdom can
lead to increased satisfaction and

wisdom will allow banks to cultivate
virtues enumerated at the beginning
of this chapter to be guided by them
in the right situations and at the

Conclusion
various challenges that the banking
sector faces in connection with
the implementation of ethical
requirements recommended by
problems generated by the choice
of methods so far used to develop

are there to prevent bankers from
People working in a banking
institution cannot be driven only
incentives

are

also

needed

to

banking system depends to a large
extent on whether bankers know
are perceived by customers as
Phronesis is certainly
a tool for promoting such a
be supported at all levels of an
employee’s banking career so that
the ethical requirements framed in
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to claim that history had proved the
divine footprint of Islamic Finance
principles and Shari’ah
a single Islamic Financial Institution
(IFI) was impacted by the collapse
of subprime mortgage bonds and
the cascading effects it generated at
a systemic level among the network
of banks which were exposed to
highly leveraged markets blighted

* The views expressed
herein are those of the
author and do not neces-

which were structured in Western
countries and which shifted the
object of their investments too far

around the world and offering
their services to non-believers as

This paper will focus on
the analysis of Islamic Finance
theory and practice as opposed to

Today Islamic Finance assets
confronting them with a model that
THE MORALISATION OF CONTRACTS: AN ISLAMIC PERSPERCTIVE
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proudly declares itself an alternative
founded on the moral principles of
the Islamic faith and Shari’ah
As Islamic Finance has gained

Au lendemain de la
-

arguments discussed in this paper
and to outline the ethical issues
that may face Islamic Finance when
that does not affect conventional
Shari’ah

have arisen about whether Shari’ahpeut-être le plus grave
nomie mondiale depuis

Islamic Finance Pillars
awareness and outcomes in their

-

l’empreinte divine des
islamique et de la
une seule institution

par l’effondrement des
les effets en cascade

services industry observed Shari’ah
principles? How will IFIs react when
the risk of default materialises?
To answer these questions I will

I will then move on to showcasing
and jurists have worked towards
the creation of Shari’ah-compliant
Shari’ah scholars play a crucial

The complexities of Islamic
normative and ethical frameworks
are mainly the outcome of what
has been referred to by sociologists

coexistence of multiple legal or
normative authorities and sources
of law within a given region or
of a plural legal system where the
federal constitution provides for
a dual legal framework of Shariah
laws applying to Muslim citizens
and secular criminal and civil laws

les banques fortement

board of Shari’ah experts who will
ultimately judge the permissibility
of the products and services
Ces derniers ont tous
les pays occidentaux
l’objet de leurs investissements beaucoup

problematic due to the constant
tension between its interpretive and
this tension is the fulcrum of current
debates among traditionalists and

Finance industry is located in the
I like to call the Moralisation of
that the Islamic model of capital
it cannot ensure that the morality of
agents will follow from the morality
case of Dana Gas default procedure
will be presented to support the

There are four main sources of
Shari’ah commonly reported in
Islamic law texts: the Qur’an
Sunnah
Ijma’ (Scholarly Consensus) and
Ijtihad
(Independent
Juristic
Qur’an
provides basic principles regarding
the Sunnah demonstrates through
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the Prophet’s practice how these

Ijma and Ijtihad are often grouped
together to represent a legal term
which refers to the use of reason and
judgement to determine Shari’ah
come into operation when both the
Qur’an and the Sunnah are silent on

In order to understand how
consideration must be given to
the philosophy that underlies
transactions and exchanges in

groups of scholars and jurists may

islamique gagne du
des questions se posent
quant à savoir si les

à la Charia accordent
une plus grande considans leurs pratiques

only be accepted globally when an
assembly of world-renowned jurists

lorsque le risque de
-

philosophy of transactions to the
anthropological aspects of Muslim
and Christian societies and explains
how these aspects led to an earlier

Islamic law with regard to
Christianity developed in feudal

as o§}

suivi les principes de
la Charia ? Comment

lisera?

Justice in Exchange:
Islamic and Christian
Views on Trade

the colonial era when o§} was
institutionalised as the authoritative
approach to Islamic law by
European scholars and became the
dominant form of applied religious
knowledge in contemporary Islamic
Fiqh
is often described as the human
understanding of the Shari’ah
Whereas Shari’ah is considered
immutable and infallible by
o§} is considered fallible
changes in the interpretation of a
Shari’ah will not
come without ethical concerns
regarding the general practice of the

were in kind and the Church
was a major land owner which

exchange and market transactions
were therefore an everyday part of
popular passages from the Bible
reaction towards the merchants in

went into the temple courts and
drove out all who were buying and
tables of the money changers and
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‘My house will be called a house of
considered an unrighteous gain

en raison de la tension
constante entre sa

actuels entre traditio-

terms with the market and so the
principle of justice in exchange was

The third main principle is the
avoidance of gharar
to as uncertainty or hazard and
any activity linked to gambling

forms of unjust exchange elucidated
and a system of just exchange was

and time of payment must be

to trade culminates with the verses
in Surah AL-Baqaran
and longest chapter of the Qur’an:
riba)

is therefore no wonder that many of
the products and practices currently

interestbearing products and
even money market devices are not

dans les pays musulen ce qui concerne la

like usury (riba

Muslims cannot invest in products
that are considered non halal like

-

usury (riba
hension humaine de

Qur’an

A dollar is worth the same today
as it will be worth in three months’

comme immuable
et infaillible par les

money does not change hands
until the item being purchased is

No Risk No Gain:
Unconditional Rewards
and other Dangerous
Aspects of Debt-Based
Economies
Islamic Finance professionals
seem to locate the root cause of
detachment from the real economy

Closely linked to this principle
is the Qur’an’s strict prohibition
against the collection of interest
or riba

The main objection against
riba is that it represents a gain that

This prohibition originates from

will still be entitled to claim returns
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ghurm bil ghunm,
a major moral hazard There are at
least 12 verses in the Qur’an dealing
with riba
claiming: “And what you give in
usury (riba), that it may increase
Qur’an
This verse suggests that an
economy based on interest will
only make the wealthy wealthier
keeps on strengthening the position
of stakeholders who are already

faite par le Coran

aussi parfois comme
usure ou exploitation tion que l’argent et les

Islamic Finance professionals
provide additional reasons why
lending at interest is considered

practice of ²µ» ½²8µnb²¢ Despite

always sought ways to minimise
their risk exposure to the detriment

to the detriment of tax payers if

Interestingly the assumption of
risk plays the role of a moralising

Shari’ahelements of risk undertaken by the

Shari’ah-Compliant
Debt: A question of
Maquillage?
To circumvent the limitations
imposed by Shari’ah
have been structured in the form of
a sales contract that allows lending

There are three major ways Islamic
Finance can structure a loan that
is compliant with Shari’ah rulings:
Murabaha
bank will purchase an asset on behalf
of its clients and sell it back at a
mark-up price on a deferred payment
Ijarah
of the tangible asset remains with the

certain and losses are almost always
compensated by collateral or public
+ÂÂµ
that follows in an economy heavily

exposure to risk will result in greater
moral consideration and outcomes
as outlined in the legal maxim Al-

by the Accounting and Auditing
Organization for Islamic Financial
Institutions (AAOIFI) as securities
of equal denomination representing
individual ownership interests in
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a portfolio of eligible existing or
Fiqh academy of
the OIC (Organisation of Islamic
Cooperation) legitimised the use of
+ÂÂ
The risks assumed in these types of
contract are the ones associated with
the sale of a commodity for money in
the case of a Murabaha structure or
the termination of a lease and duty of
repair which the lessor is committed
to in an Ijarah
The most popular +ÂÂµ are
those structured in al-ijarah contracts
where the Originator holds assets
are then sold to a Special Purpose

Shari’ah-Compliant”

as

Shari’ah
which appeared in a recent
publication by Ahmad Alkhamees
of Rumee Ahmed in his publication

Authenticity: A Debate
on Substance for
the Islamic Finance
Industry
Supporters of a reformist
approach have sought ways to
lamenting the fastidious attention
paid towards formal aspects of
Shari’ah in the Islamic Finance

sell +ÂÂ

distributions are paid to investors
instrument is also transferrable at a

These

products

can

turned into the halal equivalent of
its Western counterpart without

nowadays
substantive

have been developed to replicate
the performance of conventional

aspects

of

Islamic

grounded in the wisdom revealed by
Shari’ah
known as Maqasid al Shari’ah
objectives of Shariah was provided by

and Shari’ah
criticised the massive use of debtbased products and the formalist

permissible any action or object not
Criticism

comes

in

different

philosopher and jurist of Islam:
Shari’ah
is to promote the well-being of the
their faith (deen
nafs
their intellect (naql
(nasl) and their wealth (mal
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Whatever ensures the safeguarding

Mudaraba and Âµ}8²88 are
seen as structures that are truly
compliant with the Islamic principle

them is against the public interest
revenues mainly depend on the
performance of the business which
models should represent the major
le transfert de risque

have been endorsed as truest to the

-

from the renewed interest in Maqasid
al Shari’ah and linking it to the

dentales ont toujours
minimiser leur exposi-

The

most

commonly

used

There are obvious reasons why
to implement compared with debt

exigeant une garantie

des contribuables en
-

sont certains et les
pertes presque toudes garanties ou des

Mudaraba: an investment
partnership whereby the Rab ul
Mal (investor) provides capital
to the Mudarib (entrepreneur)
in order to undertake a business

wide distribution and usage of these
into venture capital platforms and
apply specialised accounting and
reporting skills that are typical of

investment is borne by the
investor only and the Mudarib
loses its share of the expected
income and the time/ work
invested in the commercial

are notably costlier and timeconsuming compared with debt-

Âµ}8²88: a joint enterprise or
partnership structure in which

liquidity management and consumer

effectively meet industry demands for

information asymmetry between the

to achieve a return in the form
earned according to a pre-

bank than they have actually earned
in order to keep a greater revenue
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When Things Go Bad:
Testing the Ethical
Resilience of Islamic
Finance

is emblematic of the debate about
The company issued a convertible
µÂÂ in the form of a Mudarabah

A detailed analysis of the
arguments provided by both Islamic

on the participatory exposure to risk
leads to the conclusion that the
ethicality of the industry is located in
the structuring phase of a deal: what

the company defaulted in October
2012 and in November 2012
announced it had reached a
restructuring agreement with µÂÂ»

number of other critical challenges
after 2012 that prevented it from fully

de moralisation dans
la prise en charge du

approaches are inherently formalistic
Fearing that it might not be able to

une plus grande consi-

an effective way to prove the ethical
resilience of this model would be to test

maxime juridique Al-

Shari’ah
were able to provide a better response
in critical circumstances than their
a case could be built that Islamic
Finance principles and practice are

Dana Gas: A Case Study
on Shari’ah Risk and the
Moral Uncertainty of
Default Procedures in
Islamic Finance
gas company in the Middle East
with a public listing on the Abu

started discussions with holders
about a possible second restructuring
of the µÂÂ
of a second restructuring seemed less
favourable for the µÂÂ holders who
were less willing to let it pass without
preliminary
discussions
among
parties and their legal representatives
Gas announced that the µÂÂ was no
longer Shari’ah
due to changes in the interpretation
of +}8²¯8}¢»
not distribute upcoming payments
due to the unlawful nature of the
µÂÂ
jurisdiction in that the Mudarabah
agreement underlying the µÂÂ
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the part of the µÂÂ

this case elucidates the meaning of
Shar’iah Risk and sets a precedent
with no shortage of moral concerns:
De la même manière
cière des banques est

islamique serait de la
tester lors de circons-

sont en mesure de
fournir une meilcirconstances critiques
que leurs homologues

que les principes et les
islamique sont plus
solides que les prin-

Islamic faith does not encourage
judgement
about
human

it is desirable not to ruminate
on suspicious thoughts about
in a passage of the Qur’an
you who have faith! Avoid
suspicions are sins” (Surah

retroactivity
in
Shari’ah
Fairness of retroactivity in
law is perhaps one of the most
controversial matters in all
jurisdictions and has been
formally addressed by Western
cultures in the legal maxim
Nullum crimen, nulla poena sine
lege (there is neither crime nor

judgement of human intentions

interpretation of Shari’ah enters

formalistic risk of equating legality

the previously agreed terms
and conditions of a deal? In
order for Islamic Finance to be
trusted by a larger spectrum of
potential investors and its own

represents a dangerous slippery slope
for moral consciousness and a very

retroactivity should be tackled
by both governmental and

Other passages in the Qur’an

allow questionable behaviour to
as they are governed by a legal and

operative responsible for organising
the transportation of millions of

The sudden change of behaviour
which
switched
from
negotiating with µÂÂ holders
payment obligation by virtue
of Shari’ah
raises concerns about whether
the decision was made out
of zealous observation of the

the legitimacy of his deeds on the
grounds of an authoritarian system
made of hierarchies and commands
to which he was subordinated and
therefore unable to take any moral
stance on the genocide he was
was analysed in Eichmann in
Jerusalem: A Report on the Banality of
Evil
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Shari’ah non-compliance risk
presents a unique problem for the
Islamic Finance industry as it cannot
be measured by statistical modelling
in the same way that one can

One key aspect of innovation for
Islamic Finance is the implementation
of standards to allow the use of

unpredictability of Shari’ah rulings
may have consequences at a systemic

actively used in real estate and energy

In 2008 the Shari’ah board of
µÂÂ
under issue around the world were
not compliant with Shari’ah

by the IMF detected a number
of regulatory issues which raised
concerns about the soundness of the

derivatives would improve its overall

few:
statement was that most µÂÂ were

An

meaning there was no legal transfer of
ownership of the underlying assets to
holders who would not have recourse
to liquidate them in the event of a

investment accounts (PSIA)
at Islamic banks are treated
in a manner that is consistent

it is not hard to imagine what would
µÂÂ» issuers were
to nullify their payment obligations at
Shari’ah non-

which undermines their loss and

consequences as dramatic as the GFC

Islamic

Experiments

Islamic

banks

challenge

appear

is

well-

are
challenges
with
the
implementation of the Basel III
Shari’ah-compliant high-quality

Innovation and other
Challenges for Islamic
Finance Institutions
Debt:

important

Islamic Finance raises a number

In

Rudnyckyj (2018) eloquently unfolds
the experimental ethos of Islamic
Finance practitioners and scholars
who join forces to create authentic

additional layers of transactions
differences in the treatment of

border spill-overs and encourage
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pointed out the need for greater
regulatory harmonisation in Islamic

be addressed and endorsed by the
Organisation of Islamic Cooperation

Conclusions
that

standardisation

of

Shari’ah

constitue un problème
fondamental pour la

the morality of agents will follow from
a textual interpretation is in the
intellectual domain and should be

statistiquement comme
on le fait pour calculer

à la Charia (Maurer

due to the many schools of thought
regarding Shari’ah and o§}
how to manage the effects of Shari’ah
non-compliance must be reached

an additional layer of prudential

the AAIOFI should play a major
encouraging greater adoption of its

Claims that Islamic Finance
principles would have prevented the
Global Financial Crisis of 2008 are

adopted its standards as mandatory

Yet correlation does not prove a direct

raison qui a conduit
est que la plupart des

n’existait aucun trans-

way that the rules of a sport cannot
This is despite taking into account
the debate among
practitioners
and
Shari’ah scholars
whose
unprecedented input and recognised

de la Charia peut avoir

-

The Islamic model for capital

powers of a regulatory agency due
to its status as a standard-setting

been shown that a systemic failure of
this model could be triggered by the
very nature of Shari’ah
on Islamic Finance assets may seem

des actifs sous-jacents

the Islamic Financial Services Board
donc n’auraient aucun
moyen pour les liqui-

The author believes that the
establishment of a Supranational
Authority
with
sanctioning
powers over the conduct of IFIs is
desirable and would confer greater
accountability and trust on the

total does not even surpass the total
one major global bank alone such as

The Islamic Finance industry is
still relatively small compared with
its Western counterpart and has
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yet to prove it can represent a real

size and growth of an industry or
a country with greater levels of
this paper can conclude with an
open question which sounds more

which are estimated to hit $100

limitations imposed by Shari’ah
is hard to imagine Islamic Finance
will reach such levels without
compromising the integrity of its

Islamic Finance in order to account

If a connection can be established

an answer to this question can only

such wealth creates? Regardless of
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eyond the Code of EthicsMeasuring Corporate Culture

Ethics & Trust in Finance
Global edition 2018-2019
Finalist
Matthew Wharton
Internal Auditor,
Euroclear *,
London (UK)

An ethical corporate culture is
not created by a code of ethics any
more than telling a child not to eat

want and think they have created
is actually in place? How can
something as intangible as corporate
culture be measured?

Culture is more than documents and

any recent scandal: they were not
but by a corporate culture which
allowed and even encouraged people

will consider three case studies of
recent scandals to identify some of
the tell-tale signs of a poor corporate
all three examples had a mature
compliance system with an external
of conduct and an internal audit

There was the rationalisation

Case studies
Volkswagen
* The views expressed
herein are those of the
author and do not neces-

lining of those who tried to blow

poor culture can prevail through an

-

how can the leaders of tomorrow
get assurance that the culture they

admitted equipping 11 million cars
with software to detect when the car
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was being subjected to regulatory
que des documents et

times less nitrogen oxide compared

de sentiments et de

or who made the decision to install
and

investigated emissions discrepancies
culture d’entreprise
qui permet aux gens de

must

be

held

personally

only found out about the problems
Matters did not improve
once the scandal was full-blown

and senior management were
undoubtedly accountable for this
elle se mettre en place
et comment les dirigeants de demain pourraient-ils faire pour

qu’ils pensent avoir
place? Comment pourrions-nous le mesurer?

for wrongful dismissal in March
So what was the environment that
convinced teams of engineers to
develop software they knew was
unethical and illegal and then for
nobody to report them?
Media reports suggest there was

interviewed an unnamed executive
Nous allons d’abord
examiner trois cas:

millions de voitures
d’un logiciel permet-

is controlled by a tight-knit troika
of a billionaire family (Ferdinand

faire passer en mode

chez Volkswagen une
culture autoritaire

accused Volkswagen of cheating on
reasons unrelated to the emissions
it was because he refused to take
part in an illegal act which would
obstruct the course of justice (Ewing
So what was the culture that
allowed this to happen? As can
be seen by the responses in the
there was a closed-off leadership
at Volkswagen which passed the
blame onto a handful of engineers
instead of looking at the culture

-

Ce que nous savons à
propos de Volkswa-

The plaintiff alleged that co-workers
illegally deleted electronic data for

“The terrible mistakes
of a few people”

employees were unlikely to question
the orders given to them and only

the CEO Martin Winterkorn said the

emissions targets” was passed on to
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Comme on peut le
constater dans les

Wilkinson paid £1 to download
whistle-blowers were likely to be too
mentioned

mois qui ont suivi le

the

company’s

net

Danske Bank

et cherchaient à se
qu’ils ne pouvaient pas
être tenus responsables
d’examiner la culture
qui a permis que cela

Our
second
case
study
concerns Danske Bank and one
of the biggest money laundering

responded that it was probably an

billion of suspicious transactions
were channelled through high risk

same report and found their assets

would be contacted to update

account with Danske Bank had
the root cause down to its Estoniabased branch having a different
IT system where documents were

Wilkinson wrote a letter to Danske
bank may itself have committed

Two days later he received a reply:

plus de 200 milliards
d’euros de transactions
-

risk represented by non-resident
customers in the Estonian branch
was mitigated by appropriate

and new reporting from Group
-

It took until the middle of
2014 for the bank’s internal
audit department to investigate

lement de nationa-

Group realised that there had been

succursale estonienne
disposait d’un système

misconception” but a whistleblower appeared to disagree:

report mentioned two findings:
The Estonia branch’s head of
international banking had said
that employees were not recording
the true owners of the companies

Danske Bank’s Baltic trading unit

for clients if Russian authorities

suspicious of some of the trading

mentioned that the Estonia branch
was not able to identify the true

et que les documents
-

moved $480 million through the
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la direction et faisait
retomber la responsa-

Il y avait un manque
de supervision de la
part de la direction du
ressait qu’à l’argent que
rapportait la succur-

mettait à la direction
de la succursale de
donner une explication
/ raison à la fraude
qui du coup devenait

“The acts, which
lasted for years, were
systematic, coordinated
and targeted, always
targeted on making
money”

The investigation largely exonerated

Wells Fargo

Financial

Protection

Bureau

Wells Fargo set employees high

expected as well to try and sell the
to have been involved in some
suspicious activity” and reported to

Estonia’s head of criminal police

The strategy aimed to persuade
customers to open extra accounts

employees

fraudulently

opened

were unfunded and thus brought in

What we can see is a lack
of oversight by Danske’s group

was small change for a bank of Wells

interest was the money the branch

So it appears that Wells Fargo
had a poorly thought out incentives
programme and a decentralised
structure with poor oversight of its

Wells Fargo ouvrait

des polices d’assurance
sans le consentement
produit parce que
Wells Fargo avait

en matière de vente

The

board’s

independent

audit report and the fact that a
small branch had a turnover higher
summarised the culture well:
management had set a culture which
prioritised balance sheets over ethics
and allowed executives to rationalise

failures was the distortion of the
Community Bank’s sales culture
and
performance
management
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à la conclusion que la

created pressure on employees to
sell unwanted or unneeded products

what are the signs of a poor corporate
culture? Some themes stand out:

pression agressive sur
qu’ils atteignent leurs
pouvaient y parvenir
et donc conserver leur

Fargo’s decentralized corporate
structure gave too much autonomy
to the Community Bank’s senior

Fear: Senior management not
being willing to listen to internal or

to change the sales model or even
recognize it as the root cause of

management

leadership resisted and impeded

the

scale

and

nature

of

the

failing to meet sales goals could (and
sometimes did) result in termination
or career-hindering criticism by their
in misconduct most frequently
associated their behaviour with sales
de la fraude et surveil-

The signs of poor
corporate culture

incentives” (Independent Directors
In other words the culture
was created by an aggressive
management who instilled fear in

success was the amount of accounts

Targets:

not

leading

Management

by

setting

rigidly to performance metrics
which do not help to achieve the
Incentives: Remuneration that
a large variable element in bonuses
Rationalisation
employees do not

realise

the

Senior managers see that unethical
behaviour is tolerated if objectives are
met or that they are not accountable

Poor oversight: Small subsidiaries
or branches may not need the same
oversight as larger functions in an

way employees could satisfy this

employee was exposed to a culture

We now know what a bad
corporate culture can look like and
with hindsight it is easy to identify

losing my job”
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looking forward: How can the leaders
of tomorrow measure corporate
culture in the workplace? And what
metrics are already out there to help
them?

Internal auditors
Internal auditors have a key role
in passing information on company
culture up to the board and senior

procedures are not being followed
due to management overriding
at-all-costs” culture where managers
or to an authoritarian regime where

independent view across all levels
dans la transmission
d’informations sur la
culture de l’entreprise
au conseil d’administration et à la direc-

manager’s aggressive subculture does
CEOs to managers to the most junior
employees who are just starting in

dots between numerous issues that
shed light on a defective corporate

profession is increasingly looking at
apprendre des techteurs Internes propose
analyse des causes profondes des problèmes

des entretiens struc-

Using interviews and
questionnaires
if we want to learn about measuring

The second and third techniques
are structured interviews and

to see how internal audit teams can
Of course what we can obtain
from an internal audit team depends
on its maturity its mission as set

two techniques have similar aims
but different approaches: to ask
obtain their version of the company’s
interview is to ask the same set of
questions to as large a sample of

results of this work in our culture

it

the internal audit profession already

start with some questions to put the

Internal Auditors provides guidance
on precisely this issue and suggests

requires

good

interviewing

feel the company’s values are lived
through the organisation?” The
interviewer can then move on to
you ever been asked to do anything
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that violates the companies code of
conduct?”
This approach does have

The selection of the statistics used
will depend on the industry and the

interviewer to be able to ask the

monitor them regularly and produce
a monthly dashboard which can
Yet statistics alone will not give an

employee is not being completely
-

ont des objectifs
similaires: poser les
mêmes questions à
un groupe de per-

D’autres indicateurs
peuvent apporter des
preuves objectives de

They must be used in conjunction
Now we understand some of the

Questionnaires take a similar
approach by asking a sample of

other theories and techniques are
available?

Using formal surveys
most obvious ways to measure

questionnaires are often composed
of a series of statements followed
by a question asking whether the

answers

requires

a

structured

Nous pourrions utiliser
des mesures telles
enquêtes auprès des
tendance des plaintes
tiques de rotation du

well-constructed questionnaire can

employees believe their anonymity
they lack the human touch and the
possibility for the interviewer to
ask follow-up questions or seek a

of consultancy companies which
sell different types of employee
questionnaires to help you create
the psychological information and
In his book Ethicability Roger

The fourth technique is to
relate to the decisions you make
with the above techniques can bring
objective evidence of any cultural

the number and trend of customer
incident:
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a) because there are HR procedures
that are there to deal with such
b) because others may suffer if you

Si vous souhaitez
est important d’examiner certaines des
informations psycholo-

c) because you would rather risk
your job than allow that type of
behaviour?

Are fewer rules better?
did not go astray because of a

Answer A relates to the ethics

it has been demonstrated that the
roundabouts are safer and more

il existe trois types

de l’attention et de la

ainsi que 10 principes

are the consequences of our actions

is right because it is the wise or

The roundabout pushes the driver
to exercise judgment about when it

answers is more correct than the

you have entered a junction at a

shape our decisions of what is right

-

Steare created his own survey
to measure the prevalence of these

there?
This does not mean that the
key to good ethics is throwing
people the freedom to think what
is right or wrong within a given
set of parameters improve people’s
ability to make good decisions?
The evidence seems to support this

augmente et notre

The most striking point to note from
these results is that the ethics of
reason and obedience are inversely

In Organizational culture and
leadership Edgar Schein wrote that
there are three levels of culture
)

of reason increases and our ethics of
develop our ethics of reason the less
we need to comply with the ethics
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à propos de trois

high levels of aggressive language in
-

tuelles sont ce que
peuvent donc facile-

entretiens peuvent être
-

Metrics
our core beliefs and the way we see
Artefactual values are fairly easy
is likely that metrics exist for such
be used to measure espoused values
which can help reveal employees’

sous-jacentes peuvent
cependant être plus
mais nous pouvons utiliser d’autres mesures

metrics to complement the results
of our survey and provide regular

underlying

assumptions

can

be

worth highlighting some of the best

Implementing a culture measuring
programme will not work if it merely
burdens business units with more
data collection Try to use what is

des communications

normalised so they are accepted or

of some alternative ways to obtain
Dr

Alex

Gillespie

and

Dr

complicated formulas that give your

School of Economics suggest one
utiliser certains indivraient être similaires
Performance - Indicateur de Performance

manipulated and you will lose all
analyse data from already available

number of times the whistleblowing
can anonymously leave reviews on
indicator of culture and of course

davantage sur les

time to customer calls to measure
how customer-centric employees are
or if they are being pushed to take

hotline is not known or it is not at the
target should be somewhere between

linguistic analysis of emails between
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an arbitrary target of ten calls a year
is easily manipulated and reveals

Employee feedback
Here we can focus on two areas:

nous devrions utiliser
le jugement humain
pour approfondir nos

have an expected measure of between
target but an indicator of where there

people” has already been discussed at
how to ask it and how to interpret the
The drawback to surveys is that they
are usually conducted annually and

What to measure?

Nous devrions combiner les outils sus-

We now know the techniques

a well-designed survey can be the
cornerstone of any measurement

to the details of implementation in

The second area is to ask people

globales de l’entre-

company’s internal audit department
donner une vision
globale de la culture

and have the skills and resources
feedback will depend on the internal

aussi pour indiquer les
domaines dans lesquels
il faut peut-être creuser

department could simply provide
highlights of audit reports for you
there are three main areas of focus
during implementation:
• employee feedback
• companywide metrics
• business unit metrics
These can then be combined to give

Pour les commennous devrions utiliser
un questionnaire

but also to identify areas where there
may be a need to dig deeper to uncover

constituent la pierre
angulaire de notre
programme de mesure

not meant to be an exhaustive list of

nous devrions utiliser
entreprise pour donner

root cause analysis of issues raised by

statistics in areas such as audit report
clearance times or the time elapsed
for management to close issues

Company-wide metrics
These are statistics that are
With the same statistics across the
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company it becomes easy to make

sont des statistiques
les secteurs d’acti-

les taux de rotation
du personnel et les
informations des

les mêmes statistiques
il devient facile de faire
Nous pouvons analyser
Glassdoor pour les
la technologie pour
analyser les communi-

commerciales essaient
d’utiliser leurs propres

l’autre et d’une orga-

some traditional statistics such as:
• number of calls to a whistleblower hotline
• employee
turnover
and
dismissal rates
• negative
employee
exit
interviews
• employee overtime rates
• risk/compliance
training
attendance
•
as the difference between
executive
and
employee
salaries paid in bonuses or
commissions
We can also add some more

where employees leave confidential
reviews on their employers) for
technical
measurement
is
linguistic scanning of employee
communication such as emails or
chat messages for specific types of

Business Unit Metrics
This tries to use the business
wildly across other business units
rely on the division management to

by teams such as Compliance and

be:
•
• number of client complaints
• number of clients granted credit
now in arrears
• number
of
managementaccepted risks
• maturity
of
continuous
improvement initiatives (which
often have employee feedback to
management at the heart)
• number
of
managementapproved
exceptions
to
procedures
• number of procedures

Conclusion
com) has developed software
which
anonymises
employee
pourraient inclure des
exemples tels que le
ciaire ou le nombre de
clients ayant obtenu un

So can we measure corporate

measures employee engagement
tension detection” based on how

management reporting that receives

with a heat map of potentially
anonymised and in compliance

turnover of $10 million and a culture
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mesurer la culture
d’entreprise? Je dirais

way to avoid any type of fraud in the

pouvons avoir des

problem areas and allow action to
be taken to prevent a culture where
-

if metrics fall outside expected

-

culture driven by the ethics of care

les indicateurs sortent

not the only motive and we seek to
then can we look to improve the image

tifs arbitraires mais
comprenons l’histoire
peut-être y a-t-il des
signes d’une culture

sont dues à des raisons
parfaitement accep-

It is up to you how to implement a

crisis has ranked among the least

paper has offered some insights and
will depend on each organisation
not over-complicate or burden the
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Not only has revenue suffered due
to the precarious position of global

of power: over their customers
power of institutions to drive their
employees to increase revenue
creates substantial pressure to
leverage the position of power they
turn provides a greater opportunity

dogged by ethical dilemmas that
In order to address the problem
order for the industry to rehabilitate
needs to answer two questions: Why
is it so vulnerable to ethical issues?
And what can be done about it?
This paper will argue that ethical
issues seem to occur to a greater

industry need to take a more holistic
and proactive position than they

brought

about

by

product

the complexity of the products it

* The views expressed
herein are those of the
author and do not neces-

differential in knowledge between

potent initiatives against unethical

which places the former in a position

can develop solutions that are far

-
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more potent and sustainable than

interest to offer a competitive
price because a customer can get
the service from another supplier

the clarity of information about
deeper analysis of the factors that
mesurer la culture
d’entreprise? Je dirais

can be developed it is essential to
understand the nature of power and
how the degree of agreed knowledge

pouvons avoir des

A key assumption underpinning
capitalism is that consumers have
knowledge and oversight of the
deal from the range of suppliers

-

The role of capitalism

if the consumer does not have
oversight of the market or cannot
understand the complex variables
that make up the price of a service?

pouvons toutefois

To understand this interplay
between
consumer
knowledge

the unique selling point of service

indicateurs sortent

to look at the central ideas of
capitalism: the trade of goods and

pouvons regarder et
examiner des faits

-

are set broadly by demand from the
to differentiate effectively between
products? It is this imbalance which

tifs arbitraires mais
comprenons l’histoire
peut-être y a-t-il des
signes d’une culture

sont dues à des raisons
parfaitement accep-

judge the best deal if they are not
knowledgeable about the products?
How can buyers have the ability to

This principle creates a dialectic
relationship between buyer and seller

an inequitable relationship between

try to achieve the highest prices

to price a good in the hands of the

trying to get the best deal (Inderst

In order to demonstrate this

lives and the institutions we interact

behaviour regarding some of the
simplest and most recognisable
(checking)

account

switching

with multiple vendors to facilitate
we would expect to see similar
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switched their gas and electricity
in the supplier-buyer relationship
that increases the opportunity for
be made that banking customers are

le consommateur et
le fournisseur est très

that banking customers do not

To understand this concept it is
necessary to investigate notions of
as being wielded by individuals or

The nature of the products and

faut de connaissances

le fournisseur et le
qui offre une grande
portement contraire à
essentiel de comprendre les racines de

sell means that the balance of power
between supplier and buyer is

only representing one manifestation

in turn makes it is easier to take
advantage of buyers and thus create

missed the power relationships
that exist between individuals on

The balance of power

forms of power: repressive power

Why does this disparity in
knowledge give so much licence
unethically? In order to answer

Repressive power

it is formed and maintained between

dont il se manifeste sur

The degree of complexity of a
impact on the relationship between
to the detriment of those who do
more expert knowledge is required
when a judge orders a criminal to be
knowledge between the supplier
employees to do what they are
the buyer (the consumer) has a
suppression of an undesirable act
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by another agent through the use
of force to get someone to do his

If a state passes an unpopular law
then resistant behaviour will result

using repressive power to imprison
a boom in underground drinking
dens and organised criminal activity
employees to do his bidding under

demonstrates that repressive power

traditionnelle du
est la position qu’une
partie peut exercer
exemple un monarque

traditionnelle de la

This use of repressive power can
be seen in the current approach to
to use repressive power implies
undesirable act has already taken
services have been reactions to
to lock up criminals if its laws have

pouvoir par le biais de
quer des mesures
punitives pour lutter
contre les comporte-

à la suite d’un comportement contraire

un pouvoir de second

legislation is reactive rather than

to threaten employees is not fully in

Alhough the act took great steps to
outlaw the unethical behaviour seen

powerless from doing what they

illustrates the secondary nature of

be seen in classical interpretations

those wishing to behave unethically
who are not covered by particular

individuals are puppets in the hands
further regulation elicits a response

behaviour have to be found to gain
in his context the implementation of
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and attributing capital to areas
where the legislation was unclear
This misallocation of capital had a
major effect when this capital was

Il y a pouvoir normalisant lorsque nous
interagissons avec

is the power that decrees what is
normal behaviour or what are the
social norms that we must subscribe
One can already see the
supremacy of normalising over
public backlash when a social norm

action qu’à certains

which required the drafting of Basel

comportement

backlash against unethical behaviour

the actions are held to a higher
normalisant est donc

Normalising power

ce qu’est un comporquelles sont les normes
sociales auxquelles

une source de pouvoir
plus puissante que le

What of the second form of
power: normalising power? Foucault
(1980) says that our lives are only
shaped by repressive power on rare

Only a small number of people

do

automatically

what

society

Foucault thereby dismisses the
idea that there is a real individual
beneath the baggage of social

ses fondements reposent sur les normes

we do not walk around with the
-

against this is not just to resist a select
s’opposer au pouvoir

the standards that the community
-

poser à l’ensemble de

non à quelques indivi-

This is the difference between
Repressive power makes us do

which seeks to solve a problem that
individuals would engage in desired
behaviour because they believed it
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If

normalising

power

is
example is the power doctors have

allowed to arise? How can regulators
harness this power? And how can
to behave in an ethical way? In
norm of self-determination over
critical to look at the way in which
relationships are formed through

Power/Knowledge
For

normalised

to a higher standard to advise us

power
it is in the context of other social

held by each party depends on
how much agreed knowledge each

is used to signify that power is
constituted through accepted forms

is stronger than a random person

The same is the case for the
which

it is produced only by virtue of

have power over managing

hold this position because they have
knowledge of the economic and
mathematical levers through which
clients expect institutions to act in

its ‘general politics’ of truth: that
and hold them to higher standards
the mechanisms and instances which
enable one to distinguish true and

The problem in business occurs
because employees are also tied
to the norms between themselves

and procedures accorded value in

delegate the ability to generate
revenue to their staff who in turn let
their employers take responsibility
for their career progression and

those who are charged with saying

knowledge of accepted forms of
truth have more power than those

If this power relationship between
employee and employer did not
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would be the best outcome for the

in areas with complex products
for customers to hold suppliers to

customer comes back to the dialectic

En ce qui concerne les
relations de pouvoir

par chaque partie

when the power of the employer to
generate revenue (and the reward
employers bestow on employees
for this generation) is greater than
the power of the client to hold

connaissance reconnue

able to compare the best deal for
vegetables and hold unfair suppliers

This disparity in power comes

Customers have limited knowledge

plus un individu est au
courant des formes de

employer can hold their employees
to account over reduced revenue

an opaque view of what represents

il a de pouvoir sur les
autres avec moins de

clear oversight of the products they

problems thus occur when the power
of revenue generation is greater than
the power of customers to hold

voit dans la relation

Businesses fail when this oversight is
This discourse is not unique to

de leurs clients car
elles connaissent les

banks loaded their balance sheets
with complex derivative products
which they did not fully understand
In the case of the power
relationship between employer and

auxquels ce risque
position de pouvoir
ouvre alors la porte
à un comportement

have oversight of all sales and can
promote those which generate the
have knowledge of overall business
performance which an individual

making in organisations and is

weaker the position of the consumer
compared to the supplier and so
the larger the window for unethical

pharmaceutical industry is another
sector which deals in complex
products and has been dogged by
the price of life-saving drugs by

the case in all organisations (not just
are empowered to behave in a way
that generates as much revenue

customer has very limited power to
hold the pharmaceutical companies
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prescribed the medicines by their
doctors and depend on the drug to

solving the problem would be to
solve this contradiction within
reached by many 19th and 20th

far outstrips the ability of the
customer to deprive the company
a new basis for social institutions
have the ability to act in whatever

This is not a position which this

rather than in the best interests of

les connaissances

the current reactive approach of
regulators to tackling unethical

their customers is more profound
and intrinsic than any regulation

of capitalism to our institutions
means the outcome of these
abstract discussions have far wider
those of ethical decision-making
institutions must therefore be
allowed to generate revenue and
differentiate their product-offering

approaches need to be taken in order
essentiel d’explorer les
comportements qui se
mandations pouvant

A unique challenge to
financial services
This holistic recognition of
normalised power relationships
between buyer and supplier in
turn produces a unique challenge
the balance of power be redressed
their customers if the products and
services that are sold are inherently
Financial services differentiate
themselves based on the complexity

How
can
strategies
be
implemented to improve ethical

redress

the

balance

of

power

be found by exploring real-life
examples of unethical behaviour
within the sector and understanding

Examples of unethical
behaviour in financial
services
these power relationships can turn

occurs because of the dialectic
relationship that exists at the heart

are the mis-selling of payment
protection insurance (PPI) and the
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The PPI mis-selling scandal
occurred when credit providers

and the swaps market to sell unfair
interest rate swaps to their business

insurance products into loans in

up to protect customer loans against
rose then the bank would pay the
fell then the customer was liable for

Financial organisations were able to
do this because customers were not
knowledgeable about the terms of the

banks sold these swaps to their
customers at times of falling interest

accused of failing to mention the
should a customer wish to terminate
scandales montrent
que ces relations
de pouvoir peuvent
se transformer en
Ces scandales sont : la
vente abusive d’une assurance de protection
des paiements (PPI)
et la vente abusive de

to add insurance with little coverage
claims would not be made against
position of power by exploiting
their knowledge of the products to
One

can

see

the

of compensation paid by banks’ client
was so heavy in some cases that
businesses were forced to go out of

power
of macro-economic trends to sell
one-sided products where customers

organisations were placed under
great pressure to increase margins
knowledge of how swaps worked - in
products were developed for the sole
purpose of generating revenue at the
demonstrates how inequity of power

paid both ways - delivered guaranteed
can be seen from this example how
banks took advantage of their power

out in the production of unethical

rates swap scandal took place within
the capital markets divisions of

Strategies to address
ethical issues
causes a power imbalance between

knowledge of interest rate trends
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that can be exploited for increased

better placed to realise that what they

institutions is to drive for increased
are

serious

about

addressing

to make the components of their
that regulation draws on repressive
not hiding risks in small print and
instead bringing them to the fore of

ineffective approach?
fundamental knowledge differential

give customers knowledge of the
key points of the product they are

focussing resources on improving

consequences of engaging in such
the scales of agreed knowledge on

an increased portion of the curriculum

its function and what products do

a clear view of what was being added
to their loan agreements and an
understanding of what this insurance

focus in schools on economics and

should be made available to adults
about how to manage their own

proactive in assessing and identifying
which market trends are likely to
regulators should be considering
where there are high levels of product

we can address the knowledge gap
between those on the inside and

in order to understand where
organisations could be motivated to
use unethical practices to hit revenue

awareness of the basic components of

present with both PPI and interest rate

a better grasp of the risks involved
when their bank tries to sell them

well

before

mis-selling

actually

seen that falling or stagnant interest
rates might provide an opportunity
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for investment banks to make use
of one-side swap deals to boost

notions of supply and demand is
shop around in an informed manner

agreements but little insight into the
Strategies to address unethical
comportements

institutions as employers and their

un certain nombre

are able to identify where there is

doivent être mises en
duire les lacunes dans
-

contre les comporteelles doivent faciliter
composants de leurs

It is this mismatch that forms the base
of normalised power relationships
and provides the opportunity for

this gap and thus reduce the window
of opportunity in which unethical

tendances sont susceptibles de causer des

motivated to generate revenue for
their organisation at the expense of
This power differential is present
in all capitalist relationships between

Conclusion
products leads to a greater window

services would not exist in their

To address unethical behaviour in

How can all customers have a more

understand the normalised power
relationships between institutions
and their customers and between

institutions if the products they are
sold can only be fully understood
with expert knowledge?

This is because normalising power
enables us to behave in a way that is

and interest rate swaps mis-selling

être plus proactifs pour
-

institutions in this relationship
exercise power over their employees
to generate revenue for the

The balance of power in these
relationships is set by the amount
of agreed knowledge one party has

institutions can tend to exploit their
products to the detriment of their

social norms tend towards increased
revenue generation rather than
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normalised power that institutions
How

can

this

misbalance

governments and educators need

regulators need to be more proactive
in identifying potential problem
saturation or squeezes on margins

This can start at school with more

and lead to more advanced education

By
developing
a
greater
understanding of the normalised
power relationships at play within the

serious about addressing unethical

begin to acquire a better appreciation
of the factors that produce unethical

and simply the key components of
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the Poland for illustration purposes
while developing the concept of
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universal in nature and should be
applicable to most countries with a

It is divided into the following
parts:
i) Rationale for a regulatory-driven
incentive for banks to behave

The unethical world we
live in
The issue of ethics in banks is quite
iii) Proposal of a measure to evaluate
iv) Discussion of how to promote
conduct effectively by regulatory
* The views expressed
herein are those of the
author and do not neces-

a key point of interest for a number of

v) Proposal of a Conduct Capital

-

vi) Brief discussion on credit risk
related concerns of the Conduct
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The behaviour of banks in recent
of faulty internal processes and
individuals in cases that were often
to conduct makes the assessment of
dans les banques est

especially since it would be too

resulted not from fraud or market
abuse (which only accounted for

imposed by the Polish Financial
plus grandes banques du
monde doivent payer à
cause des comportements
gestion des banques s’est

in virulent practices towards their
current lack of conduct regulations
in the narrow sense does not have a
operations of banks and supervisors

sence actuelle de règles
de conduite au sens strict
n’ait pas d’impact (direct)
-

truments pour obliger les

Pure market forces fail
to promote ethics in
banking
been conducted to measure the level
of conduct compliance in credit
awarding ethical behaviour to be

adopter un comportement

misconduct but the impression that
top management at banks do not
fully appreciate the negative impact

of the bank’s shareholders rather than
A comprehensive study by the
Conduct Costs Project Research
Foundation (CCPRF) has revealed
distortions that show how the banking
sector diverged from the common
standards of morality1

redress or remediation of misconduct
expenses incurred by banks between

Return on Equity (ROE) increased by
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estimated that this type of cost could
be almost nine times the size of

with reference to ethical standards
devised by ancient philosophers and

suppose that managing a bank in
an ethical way would be promoted

has been achieved on what ethical
behaviour in banking or what

que ce n’est pas le niveau
des amendes qui est le

shareholder pressure and pressure
on bank management to minimise
costs and maintain a good corporate

Conduct Costs Project Research
Foundation (CCPRF) and Reuters in

les dirigeants des banques
ne semblent pas pleinement prendre conscience

why this is not the case is the shortterm mindset of shareholders and
they focus on policy and management

telle conduite sur la

terme des actionnaires
et des dirigeants de la
mestriels sont beaucoup
plus importants que les

dispersed in the current regulatory
that the market is not driving banks’

This leads me to argue in favour of a
suggère que les forces
poussent pas les banques
à adopter un comportem’amène donc à plaider
en faveur d’une solution

regulation or recommendation2
lack of a harmonised approach or

rewarding the ethical behaviour of
to implement and value ethical
assessment of the ethics of banks in
survey and a qualitative study which
would be an extended version of the

2 The current Polish examples of
recommendations
containing
conductrelated provisions are: i) the Code of Banking

reduce or increase the soft capital

Banking Ethics Committee of the Polish Bank
Association (PBA for older customer service

Step 1: Defining an
ethical bank

Governance rules for supervised institutions
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4

to assess awareness and

to conduct should put the customers’
The BSB undertakes a general survey
is a rich literature on whether ethical

breux universitaires ont

interviews with management and
used econometric tools to analyse
philosophes anciens et en
appliquant leur raisonne-

between ethical and standard or non-

-

is aligned with the problem of short
secteur ou la gestion

difference from ethical banks becomes
base compliquent d’autant

-

be less risky and more stable with ROE
volatility lower than their standard
by Mascu (2010) and Climent (2018) in

en matière de comportedes clients avant leurs
miner le comportement
dans les banques de la

(compris comme faisant
ce qu’il convient de faire

research results are highly publicised

is ethical behaviour as understood by
doing the right thing towards three

While the results are not binding
for banks and do not require them
aware from my own professional
experience that they are discussed
in detail during bank management
taking internal steps to improve

including whether current incentive
models for employees are appropriate
and whether the institution generally

3

Step 2: Assessing if a
bank is ethical
Standards
Board
(BSB)
has
conducted an annual survey of

distincts de parties

ranging assessment of banks’
conduct based on three similar tests
for the three stakeholder groups that

the present proposal are universal
and should be applicable to any

of Do the right thing: Living ethically
in an unethical world (New Harbinger
in this paper for full analysis of Plante’s

does not disclose data for individual banks
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would take place every six months
and would be carried out by
the local Financial Supervision

purpose is to maximise shareholders’
shareholder
²8OË¢

Step 3: Designing the
regulatory stimulus
I therefore argue that in
order for a regulatory stimulus
to be effective in promoting

service
En se basant sur les enquêtes du Banking Stan-

The costs of the survey would
be covered by banks participating

plus large du comporte-

of proportionality6
the ranking of banks’ performance in
terms of conduct would be publicly
available and all cases of misconduct

sur trois tests similaires
pour toutes les parties

-

produits et services fournis ainsi que son service

In order for banks to be motivated
should share a common purpose:

most senior levels respond to their

regulations should incentivise the

Return on Equity (ROE) is the

Maverick (2019) and repeatedly
by the investor Warren Buffet
be a measure of how effectively
management
is
using
the
company’s assets to generate
profit (numerator) and equity

de l’enquête seraient pris
en charge par les banques
respectant le principe de

can increase profits or reduce the
6 Options may include the number of

For banks the equity part

Figure 1. Shareholder primacy

+Â²ObU»Â½}²¯µ»²bµb½8½¢
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Figure 2. ROE analysis

Pour que les mesures de
promouvoir un com-

stimuler la direction à
Je soutiens donc que la
règlementation devrait

 µ»8²b»8»8²b½» }8²ubµ¢»»(8YV»F8µ»8µ»8Ë»F8»bÈbµ¢
+Â²ObU»Â½}²¯µ»²bµb½8½¢

avoir une incidence sur

Equity » ou rendement

or capital that the bank must retain

obtenir un ROE plus
peuvent augmenter leurs

also

includes

risk-weighted

that there is room for potential
additional capital surcharges on

weight to be assigned to specific
d’être pris en compte
pour l’introduction d’une
-

indicator is to emphasise that not
The level of capital required

-

For the largest banks
required capital can be up to

que le changement le

l’incitation dans la mesure
auraient quelque chose à
rechercher (des exigences
de fonds propres plus
faibles entraînent plus

and bankers suggest that current
capital requirements are already
too high and render business
suggests that banks would be able
to remain profitable and generate
value for shareholders if their
combined capital requirements
Stability Board as Globally Systemically

which are worth considering for
the introduction of a regulatory
stimulus to drive desired ethical
behaviours: either the regulatory

obvious idea for a regulatory
impact would be an additional levy
on banks’ profits which depended
on the degree to which a bank
the disadvantage of this solution
is that it would be an inherently

but a reward for banks with a
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Figure 3. Capital Requirements – an overview

Ébµ½»bU»*b§Â²bb½»n²»µ½»F8µ»
,}²Y»bU»*b§Â²bb½»n²»8²ubµ½»F8µ»8½»8ÊÂ»bÈb»8½»É}O}»F8µ»ÉÂY»
Fb»²o½8Fb»8OO²Yu»½»½}b»½b²8½8»b½8²Ë»ÂY» »
,}b»½É»½»bµU»»8ÊÂ»bÈb»8½»É}O}»F8µ»ÉÂY»Fb»²o½8Fb»8OO²Yu»
½»
»8Y» 8»n»½b²8½8»+b½½bb½µ» + ¢»
+Â²ObU»Â½}²¯µ»²bµb½8½¢
an approach is supported by

together

who emphasise that effectiveness
and compliance with regulations
are heavily dependent upon

I propose that a Capital Conduct Buffer
a regulatory solution modelled on the
own funds requirements under the

change in capital requirements
(reduction) which allows for a

(CRR) and Capital Requirements

measure would give shareholders
a goal to pursue (lower capital
requirements result in more
profits
for
distribution
to
investors) rather than a penalty

weighted assets (RWA) would be
imposed automatically on all banks

as an example but the below are
universal and could be applicable in

Step 4. Putting pieces
CONDUCT CAPITAL BUFFER
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a broader evaluation of bank
behaviour based on three similar
tests for all three stakeholder

be conducted every six months

would enable banks to be ranked in
three categories:
Ethical banks:
institutions

Compte tenu de ce qui

Institutions

would

have

a

would earn them a reward for

l’introduction d’un
outil Capital Conduct

avec les exigences du
fonds propre selon le
Capital Requirements
Regulation et Capital

be covered by banks participating in

Conventional banks: Institutions
without any outstandingly
ethical behaviour but not
They would not be rewarded for

ranking of banks in terms of conduct

Sur la base d’enquêtes
de la BSB (Burgundy

all cases of misconduct would have
legal effects8

plus large du comporte-

suffer any penalties or costs for
:

Based on the survey results
subject

sur trois tests similaires
pour toutes les parties

to

Institutions
judicial
or

could enjoy a reduced additional
which have otherwise displayed

à la suite des analyses

Their CCB score would be
tion ou au contraire subir
une augmentation des
fonds affectes au Concut

regulatory requirement and would ensure

Authority (FCA) and Competition and

publish Service Quality Indicators and
quality and speed of rendering individual
services such as issuing or blocking bank

of survey questions for bank customers in

they would be obliged to pay
penalties and be liable to judicial
An incentive designed in this
impact on ROE and would therefore
motivate shareholders to put pressure
on management to develop strategies
that would make banks behave more

you recommend this bank to your business
partners/family members?” Banks must
display the results in a visible place at each

feature the following differences:
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• It would be carried out once
every six months
• The full results would be

on a bank

11

Such a procedural design
would ensure the cooperation and
mutual control of all communities

banks’ ranking in terms of
conduct
• It would be carried out among
both bank employees and
customers

Je suggère que l’enquête
de consultations de
l’industrie (qui devraient
inclure dans le cas de
la Pologne: les banques

• It would have
implications

CCB: How it would
work

la Banque centrale

je suggère que le responsable de la conception de
l’enquête soit le Bureau
de la concurrence et de la
protection des consommateurs (qui est l’organe
le plus proche de la
Financial Conduct Autho-

regulatory

I suggest that in Poland the
survey should be developed
following industry consultations

The choice of the supervision
body for the banking market as the
ultimate decision-maker is dictated by
competence and mandate to regulate
of a non-objective approach and

9

National Bank of Poland and the
design should be
Competition
and

the Polish
Consumer
10
the
body which most closely compares

personnel

and

displayed

strong

elle-même auprès des

among banks would be carried out
l’Association des banques

mois d’augmenter ou de

every six months whether to raise or
lower the soft capital requirement
by one percentage point on the
total capital requirement imposed
9

The

PBA

already

conducts

regardless of whether they are a
separate institution or integrated with

paper proposes the involvement of
the banking industry through the

surveys

10 The CCPO and the Consumer Ombudsman
11 The author does not propose detailed
questions or a design for translating survey
results into an increase or a reduction of the
the scope of this study and would need to be
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One possible objection to the
proposed solution is that it provides
for the simultaneous introduction of

Matikainen’s point that capital is for
loss absorption and that lowering its
like u²bb» o8Ob can threaten a

of results and implementation of
believe that the CCB approach can
banks to manage in a short period of
the desired outcome of the CCB with measuring and publishing the
conduct level in banks’ reports and

my proposed surveys would only

investors and customers to respond
to people or institutions based
current experience indicates that the
market does not measure the level of
the real impact of the requirement to
publish a bank’s conduct level on the
bank’s market capitalisation and then

CCB would not make banks
riskier
The concept of reducing capital
features

is

already

discussed

was suggested by the European
being considered by the European
Commission (2018) and the FCA

a solution might lead to additional
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Ethics & Trust in Finance
Global edition 2018-2019
Finalist
It is both worrying and reassuring

Colin Sweetman
Ireland
Management Accountant and Company
Director, First
Accounts SAAS Ltd *,
Katowice, (Poland)

are encouraged to write about

because action is being taken to
even more reassuring is that young
people are not obliged to write about
this topic but rather encouraged to
Ethics must be guided by one’s own
understanding and urge to do the
cultural circumstances and cannot
be rigidly imposed as a set of rules
or regulations but should rather be

The views expressed
herein are those of the
author and do not neces-

ethical behaviour should be based

basis” can be taken as the fear of
retribution and hope of reward for
the driving force for ethics because
use this as a measure for behaving
ethically when they are instead
merely acting in accordance with a

Challenging the status
quo
The current ethical foundation
enterprise is embedded in a set

In Ideas and Opinions
greatest moral philosophers of the
behaviour cannot be fully ensured
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What is incorrect about our current

la plupart des entre-

un ensemble de règles

is that it can be kept in check by
either following regulation or by
ethically should not be considered as

ne peuvent pas seuls
assurer pleinement le
Se comporter de

there is a demand for commercial
organisations to be scored on their

are no longer seen as the deterrent

is fundamentally amiss with our

and investors the choice to know
how ethically an entity behaves

If ethics is not as simple as

This paper will discuss how such a

pas aussi simple que

be implemented and will also give
reasons and evidence as to why it

nition rudimentaire de

difference between right and wrong

elle pourrait être la

is that most people have different

Who decides what is
ethical?

it in a utilitarian manner would

unaware of how ethical a company

nière à promouvoir et
dans les relations
sonnels contradictoires
avec ceux de parties
prenantes internes et
externes corresponessai est simple: proposer un nouveau sys-

employees contributing towards the
national pension scheme in which
personal desires with those of related
internal and external stakeholder

many will not know how their

consider whether the effect of that

we are operating on the basis that

directives en matière

it should be their right to know
The purpose of the essay is
simple: to propose a new system
that will work alongside current

que les consommateurs

et c’est la raison pour
laquelle cela fonctionnera mieux que toute

for some related parties and not

If consumers and investors are
becoming increasingly conscientious

are aware of their contributors’
lack of investment knowledge then
it creates an impetus to ignore the
ethics of their actions and instead
simply invest in the company with
While this is not entirely the
reality - thanks in part to the increase
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in demand for ethical investment
- most of these pension schemes

This interesting debate begins
with NEST’s description of the
who want to invest in line with

chaque caisse de pen-

NEST is one of these providers and
it is interesting to note that while

ce qu’elle considère

does not just exclude companies
Cela serait sans imporque de nombreuses
retraites britanniques
-

proactively invests in organisations
that make a positive contribution to
does not consider these companies
Given the negative press
encircling some of these companies
it is not surprising that they have
been cut as a consideration from

sonnes souhaitant
-

are certain things wrong with this
situation:

par exemple dans des
domaines tels que les
droits de l’homme et le

(i) the default fund should be the
Ethical Fund (most people
stay with the default option

Cette caisses ne fait pas
qu’exclure les entreprises qui nuisent au

the principle behind the Ethical
Fund is diminished if it is also
part of an entity that invests in

de manière proactive
dans des organisations
qui apportent une
contribution positive
fournit aucune documentation sur ce que

(ii) the decision to deem one
shareholding as ethical or
reason is given for the exclusion
of certain companies from the

while the default Retirement Fund
This would suggest that there is no

witnessing a shift towards making it

How too many rules
can cloud our moral
compass
This last paragraph suggests that
we are already shifting our attitude to
a more integral and holistic approach
This is in contrast with the last 10

has not been successful in achieving

(iii) the need to know on what
factors the decision of exclusion
which

an

organization

becomes

because it would make for an
Beyond this optimum amount of
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Il existe un nombre optimal de règles au-delà
duquel une organisa-

abiding by the rules at the expense of
operational effectiveness and ethical

searching for ways to exploit an

regulation only leads to complexity

as such if they can be seen to be
always return to self-criticism and

-

to myself only and damage others

pour se conformer aux

regulation actually reduces people’s
ability to think critically about their

d’un comportement

-

limited

prendre en compte
chaque infraction
prive la personne de sa

mostly

to

two

things:

which have survived more than two
more recent example: the 1933 Glassunfortunately this does not apply to

chercher un moyen de

to many companies confusing acting

-

critique à leurs propres

standing of modern constitutional

de nombreuses entreprises à confondre le
avec le respect de la
ment les mesures et les

of some 849 pages and more than

They simply follow measures and
procedures imposed on them which
undermine the ethical spirit trying
consult legislation rather than their
own conscience when judging what
Ethical decisions should be guided

to be so detailed as to take every
single possible infringement into

debate which can only be upheld if
its principles are constantly disputed

their ability to think independently
the status quo is to deny personal
them instead to look for ways around
FINANCE & THE COMMON GOOD/BIEN COMMUN
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The link between
morality and free will
-

bonheur pour toutes

This is of course dangerous
thinking and can condone behaviour

We think of ethics as a constant
set of formal standards and rules to
religiously follow in order to remain

Plus le nombre de per-

possible to both follow rules and

plus ces dernières sont

argues that Einstein believed morality
should be treated as a secular matter

Prize have been established had
happened? This paper has been
written as a causal effect from this
to see why distinguishing between
good and bad is not as easy as writing

davantage qu’un ensemble rigide de direccroient tous deux que
le libre-arbitre est
illusoire et que tout
est l’effet d’une cause
(c’est-à-dire que vous

of happiness is essential to having a
true key to its perpetuation and
utilitarian it is and the more ethical it
still important to believe that we
a framework for morality which can
be enhanced more than a rigid set of

One experiment conducted by Vohs

we have no free will when it comes
-

has already been made by the set of
circumstances that made the decision

même si le libre-ar-

they took more opportunity to pilfer
when people stop believing they
themselves

as

blameworthy

for

important de croire

state of the world is completely
du libre-arbitre nous
conduit à ne plus nous

act less responsibly and give in to

faces multiple alternatives and makes a

It is important here to reiterate that
this essay argues that a disbelief in

at the moment of decision was actually

as rigidly following a set of rules

actions et à commen-

middle-ground lies in the space that
allows the individual to constantly
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“Good” behaviour as a
starting point

The key parts of this last statement

Even the Association of Chartered

ethics can be gathered quickly from

right thing” encompasses and how

interested

in

ethics

where

it

1

Même Association of
Accountants (ACCA)
laquelle cette dernière
pouvait être rapide-

maintenant la notion
-

Accountants from this organisation
are still expected to follow the
required to comply with an ethical
be required to comply by ACCA’s

minimum and is intended to provide
the accountant with a framework

framework to guide the professional
comporter de manière

personal values when at work”
va au-delà du respect
de la loi - le respect des
tations en vigueur fait

mais implique surtout

instils this trait and reinforces its
importance because it has essentially
given the professional accountant
the power to decide how money is

to behave and work ethically”
and it is from this description
that a professional can begin an
independent ideology of what

futile exercise to deliver someone
this power if they had no intention
to the ancient question of whether it
is worse to be merely incompetent as

The nature of trust in
finance
Geoffrey Whittington writes of

relevant standards and regulations
also means acting in the public interest

professional standards have been
the traditional means by which

Ethics:

have been put under great pressure
FINANCE & THE COMMON GOOD/BIEN COMMUN
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is likely to be a continuing change
in the nature of trust and the means

the label (customer) tells the artist
(supplier) how much money has
been generated from sales of their
music (this is repeated all the way

dient essentiel pour la
conduite des transac-

substituted increasingly by trust in
systems supported by regulatory

the artist is fully dependent on the
royalty accountant for giving a fair

sons de disques sont
essentiellement des
fonds d’investissement

rather that the form which it takes

written into any contract that they

trust needs to be recognised by
those engaged in shaping the future

most artists choose to trust that the

by changes in the size and scope of

l’artiste une avance en
futurs sur les ventes de

ment interne de la mai-

A good example of trust in
both people and systems can be
observed within the recorded music

revenus sont comp-

que nous entrons dans
une ère de plus en plus
de revenus comp-

to trust a computer system that
counts and ensures precision within

jocularly to itself using an acronym:

There is a need to ensure here that

Record labels are essentially
investment funds: the label gives
the artist an advance of cash in

In conclusion the fabric of
ethics must come from within the

on contracted supplies of recorded

determined to maintain high ethical

aux ordinateurs qui
nous fournissent les

s’assurer ici que les

revenue streams are made up of
micro-penny transactions multiplied

when corporate management adopts

when

no

corporate

values

are

simply written-off (as with any other
ample experimental evidence from
revenue streams are accounted by
as would be typical with any other

working in companies where worklife balance was emphasised and
where CEOs or people in leadership
positions
encouraged
ethical
behaviour were found to accept
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kick-backs less than employees who
regulators

employees to think critically about

Il y a clairement une
tableau de bord de

Proposal for the
introduction of an
“Ethical Spectrum”

les gens l’utilisent et
fassent des investisseil n’existe actuellement
prennent simplement

Clearly there is a need to create
a scorecard of ethics for people to
but it does not currently exist in

-

make ethical decisions based on

sont malheureusement

holds two problems: the media
is unfortunately often biased or

cela donne aux entre-

companies little incentive to try and

and

professionals

in

as well as a change in employment
relationship between judges and
lawyers could serve as a guide

could arise when making important

Sub-sections of Ethics &
Trust Scoring

each with a valid motive:
(i) Trust in Corporate Governance
scores the ability to see how
well-run and well-managed an

that the public’s interest in ethical
governance and ethical leadership
peu de systèmes
de notation qui se
concentrent sur cer-

the importance and clarity of ethics
over and above the typical response:
governments tend to respond to

des conseils d’adminis-

users corporate insight into how
The value of subdividing the
scoring system into two sections
like this is to highlight the way in

depends on directors and employees
internes et la formation

be considered ethical given that its
primary function is to create positive
returns for its investors? Some

and in the best interest of the
Environmental Responsibility will
examine how the entity regards its

key point is that an ethical position
should be considered both externally
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Scoring Index: Trust in
Corporate Governance
Ratings

(a) To facilitate the work of analysts
and investors through a
systematic and easy overview
of all relevant issues of good

Once the two categories are
devraient participer
à la promotion d’un

de la Gouvernance
d’Entreprise aurait
donc pour principal
objectif de faciliter
le travail des ana-

there have been many attempts
to measure governance from a

important that the users of
these reports understand the
information contained within

currently no global benchmarks
with which to measure Corporate

(b) To enable companies to easily
assess the quality of their

ratings systems which concentrate

a need to give executive boards
the impetus to succeed at
(c) To allow the setting of minimum
scores
by
investors
for
governance as part of general

leur propre situation

controls and directors’ educational
permettre aux invesniveau minima dans
le cadre des politiques
comparaisons entre
industries et entre
pays et être facilement
accessible à toutes les

2

In recent years there has been
demand for ratings agencies to
introduce these systems as a means of
assessing the very real risk factor that
a board of directors can have on an

publicly-listed

company

prendront en compte
trois domaines principaux: la composition
du conseil d’adminis-

performance sur les

accept this change and try to

(d) To enable comparisons across
Every

l’audit externe et l’effet

parties should be given the
right to affect the score if they
can justify the means for doing

The main goals of the Corporate
Governance
scorecard
would
therefore be:
2 Examples include: Governance Metrics

because we can only really
assess progress when using
(e) To be readily available to all
interested parties via the

results should also come with a
description of how they formed
their rating and what the index

and the Board Effectiveness Rating (BER) of
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The assessment criteria will be
main areas:
• Composition of the Board of
Directors: the Board’s structure
Cet index explique

ordinary investors becoming more
aware of their need to protect the
realisation that growth can only
occur sustainably when there are

the size of the board and its
comporte dans l’environnement dans lequel
en investissement res-

investisseurs ordinaires
devenant de plus en
plus conscients de la

the

independence

of

its

on

communication

of

the

which have made it their goal to
assess large brands based on their
environmental and social impact:
Ethical Consumer and Good on
You3

• Approach to External Audit: the
(ironically creating an unethical
situation by trying to be perceived
as being ethical) because it lists
some fossil fuel companies as

la planète sur laquelle

ont pour objectif

what are the standards for audit

marques en fonction
de leur impact environnemental et social:
Ethical Consumer

Indicators on Ethics Standards:
of how effective being ethical

basent leurs faits sur
-

This last point is important as
it is vital to highlight that behaving
ethically
through
responsible
corporate governance can pay

concernant sa chaîne

plusieurs initiatives

to the extent of preventing another

-

Scoring Index: Social
& Environmental
Responsibility Ratings
The next index discusses not the
internal governance of an entity but
rather how that entity behaves within

This has led to a situation where
environmentally-conscious investors
are unaware that they are essentially
The FTSE4Good is owned by the

Exchange is addressing its need to
look at clear facts with the inclusion

and its model for rating is quite
on how transparent a company is
https://

demand for responsible investment
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campaigns that result in either a
the company has taken several

l’approche actuelle

or by a product being boycotted or

fonctionne jusqu’à un
risques de s’effondrer
-

as leaders on one or more key
market demand and this is how real
whether it has relevant accreditation
the

genuine hope that ethics and trust

company out of 14 and each product

The aim of this paper has been to
highlight that the current approach
to ethics works to a degree but is
prone to collapse through hidden

mais il faut le centraliser et le renforcer
au moyen de mesures
qui encourageront un
-

Ethical

Consumer

uses

scoring system where a company
starts with 14 and then gets marks
taken away if it gets criticised in one

enracinement actuel
sur le respect de règles
-

can score a positive mark under
company ethos if they commit to

même de ce que

Ethical Consumer also award points
comme acquise et c’est
avec cette proposition
que je souhaite ne pas
garder les entreprises
tenir toutes les parties

comment elles peuvent
gement avec les bonnes

with the addition of a centralised

4

get rid of the current framework
but there is a need to centralise and
enhance it through measures which
key issue is that our current ethical
grounding is based on following
rules rather than grasping the spirit
of the essence of what it means to

Conclusion
It is obvious that environmental
and social awareness is consumerSteps should be taken to include the
foundations of ethics that companies
have used to successfully drive

check” but to keep all connected
stakeholders informed about how
they can bring about real change

4
our-ethical-ratings
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E thical Aspects of Bank
Resolution
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To encumber other stakeholders
besides shareholders and taxpayers
with the absorption of bank losses

A bail-out too far

Compliance Manager
(Investment Banking),
Bank Pekao S.A. *,
Warsaw (Poland)

A new legal instrument in the

made the world aware of the need

fairer distribution of bank losses

which became notorious in

fundamental importance to define

economy1 and affected the public

the

a prerequisite for the initiation
question needs to be addressed
with reference to basic ethical
* The views expressed
herein are those of the
author and do not neces-

The angry crowds protested
against being the ultimate fall guys

will only be regarded as endorsing

-
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that there was an extensive group
of entities that had earned a huge
could not expect their investment to
They had weathered the crisis almost
case if Cypriot banks had received
That group was the supplier of

that there is no such a thing as a free

lieu à une aide massive

purchasing bank debt in the form
conduit à une crise
-

turbulence on global debt markets
that led governments to embark on
socially unpopular programmes that

portement irresponsable et contraire à

situation was seen as socially unfair
and resulted in further accusations
of unethical conduct by both banks

contribuables à payer

Acceptance of the issuer’s
loss not only by shareholders
but also by creditors in the form
of bondholders and depositors
therefore has a strong ethical
underpinning which is additionally
According to the widespread theory

losses was shifted to bondholders
and depositors who held deposits

dirigeants mondiaux

No risk, no risk
premium

d’introduire d’autres
instruments pour

is a combination of contracts
between various stakeholders:

part of the banks’ debt was written
are perceived not so much as the
interne) vise à rendre
la faillite d’une banque
moins dommageable
pour l’ensemble du
que des fonds publics

distributing the burden of losses
including both shareholders and
protect the interests of the least

are one of the categories of company
stakeholders next to debt providers
(debt capital) and human capital in
The situation of equity providers

-

claims made by providers of various
Interest collected by bondholders in
the form of a coupon payment was
nothing more than a margin for the

Shareholders occupy the last place
in the hierarchy of creditors: their
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Am I my debtor’s
keeper?
claim against the property of a
mettent des facteurs
de production à disposition de l’entre-

claims by other entities have been

supervisory board is supposed to
take care of the long-term interest
of the company as a product of the
collective interests of particular

entreprise constitue un

previously afforded to the company’s

entre ces contribu-

from the assets remaining after
ces parties prenantes
assument des risques
en cas de faillite de

follows

that

shareholders

bear

should also be fair for some of these
stakeholders to carry the burden of

much greater than that faced by
de chaque risque est en
ligne avec l’implication
dans l’entreprise et
-

ceux qui supportent
l’entreprise ont droit
à une prime de risque

A correlative for greater risk is the
increased risk premium manifested
in the entitlement to have a share
2

A means to mitigate
this risk is a constraint imposed
on the management board that
other corporate bodies must give
3

-

2 This does not change the fact that the

not being able to exercise the right

been made to reduce the extent
of the so-called rational apathy of
institutional investors purchasing

resources (balance sheet items) that can

-

of the Code of Commercial Companies and

due to their limited participation
of certain subordinated claims makes them
have received equity capital from some

Such an attitude has been rightly

would make shareholders the true masters of

without any thought given to the
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decisions taken by the company
or responsibility through active

funds have stopped investing in coal

This passive attitude is popularly
Increased engagement in issuers’

-

including
seurs institutionnels

Similar objections involving
unethical conduct are raised against
institutional investors that provide

bondholders as well

of corporations reclaiming their
ethical image and responding to
rising pressure for corporate social

-

des investisseurs passur la gouvernance

assume the risk of absorbing bankissuer losses has a disciplinary effect
aimed at prompting the buyers of
debt to pay more attention to the
issuer relationship is at present
completely anonymous due to the

la direction peut être

could evolve towards a standard legal
relationship between the creditor
peut prendre des
mesures contraires à

would keep a more watchful eye
on the debtor’s business model and

d’autres parties pre-

entreprises cherchent à
-

None of the above changes the
fact that the bail-in of the bonds of
Cypriot banks in 2013 was a very
innovative measure which to some
extent was implemented ad hoc
rather than because it was anchored

in the European Economic Area
(EEA) through the bank recovery
4
was only in

underly the legal regime of the
might withdraw their investment in

des investisseurs
institutionnels s’est

No more bail-outs,
unless…

This assessment would also take
account of the ethical dimension

certain types of business sectors as
des entreprises gagne

Directive (BRRD) and which are
somewhat excessively summarised

major global economies assumed an

are therefore not considered for
given the wave of concern about
global warming and the natural

recovery and resolution of credit institutions
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to protect client funds and
and to develop resolution tools and
frameworks for effective resolution of

une plus grande

failures and reduce moral hazard in

moral dans le secteur

Direct reference to moral hazard
shows the ethical basis for bank

Of fundamental importance is
the fact that a resolution action
can only be initiated if it is in the
6
If this condition is

as was the case with bankruptcy

leaders clearly indicated that it was

primaire de l’interdiction totale des ren-

l’objectif ultime du

institutions to assume too high a
risk and then collect premiums on

depositors whose deposits did not

state aid from taxpayers in the event

were covered by Poland’s Bank

regime does not completely prohibit
offering state aid to banks on the

that normal insolvency proceedings

No silver bullet
(Bank Recovery and

The adoption of the BRRD does
A closer look at the provisions of
the BRRD indicates that a resolution
action has several objectives:
1) to ensure the continuance of

la propagation de la
-

key question that remains is how to
provide banks with an appropriate

2)
to accumulate adequate capital for
in particular by preventing
an extensive action is a long-term
undertaking and the capital will

si certains critères sont

3) to protect public funds by
minimising
reliance
on

4) to protect depositors whose
deposits do not exceed

5

.
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with

the

structure

of

banking

demand for urgent enactment of the
economic and social consequences

quelqu’un devra toujours payer lors de la

en mesure d’accumuler
des fonds propres suf-

probable et moins
dommageable pour
En attendant une telle

soient encore confronnace de faillite bancaire
mettant en danger le

devrait sous-estimer
conduite contraire à

facteurs politiques et la
en la matière augmente
le risque des comportements contraires à

regard to the fundamental problem:
When are the circumstances
extraordinary enough to permit state
aid to a bank?

dismissed that decision-makers will

that the risk of abuse and unethical
conduct has not been stamped out

they will invite public resistance as
unethical and ultimately aimed at

arise about the interpretation of the
general clauses used by the BRRD:
1) How to interpret a ban on
treating creditors in a way
that would expose them to
higher losses than in normal
insolvency proceedings?8
2) When does the public interest

are already instances of such an
approach to the application of the

requiring a resolution action
instead of an action under
normal insolvency proceedings?
3) When
do
extraordinary
circumstances occur that would
still allow state aid to a bank on
the brink of insolvency?
These clauses are general enough
to create the risk of abuse and
unethical conduct by banks seeking

Resolution in books…
A textbook example of the
application of resolution proceedings
is the takeover of the Spain’s Banco

the objectives of the BRRD outlined
above: a bank of systemic importance
shareholders and holders of hybrid
instruments (including subordinated

provoked
controversy
because
the holders of senior debt did not

instruments increased when the
news of the resolution of Banco
the BRRD that allow interference
This increase outraged hybrid
instrument holders who brought
FINANCE & THE COMMON GOOD/BIEN COMMUN
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to the greater” is one of the less
cancelled hybrid instruments were
mainly held by foreign investors while
the senior debt instruments were
failing institutions in extraordinary
prompted the resolution authority to
that such assistance cannot be offered
Banco Popular’s losses outside Spain’s

de la Banco Popular
espagnole par Banco

…and resolution in action

classique d’action de
vertes par les actiond’instruments hybrides
(y compris les obliga-

noted that such a broad competence
of
the
resolution
authority
undoubtedly created an ethical issue:
the temptation to exploit the BRRD’s

In the case of two regional
and Banca Popolare di Vincenza
eventual extension of state aid was

favouring domestic investors and
thereby minimise public distress in
There are even more troubling

instituting resolution proceedings

billion in state aid to reduce the risk
of bankruptcy at the country’s oldest

treated as in the public interest if it is
necessary for the achievement of one
or more of the resolution objectives

aucun fonds public

l’accord de la Commisgouvernement italien
de l’Etat jusqu’à 12

de faillite de la plus
ancienne banque

The aid took the form of acquiring
shares in place of cancelled stock and
plus guarantees granted to another

winding-up of a bank would not
meet those resolution objectives to

losses due to the acquisition of MPS’s
they were deemed too small to play
so their potential bankruptcy was

was

acknowledged

to

perform

services were available to a limited
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number of customers and could
be taken over relatively quickly by

It was necessary to write down
bonds as well as shares in order to
extend state aid in the cases discussed

resolution action was needed in place

subordinated debt had previously
been widely distributed among small
investors and advertised as a secure

bord de l’insolvabi-

pour constituer une
menace pour le

la liquidation standard

insolvency
proceedings
were
initiated which did not accord with
the standard liquidation procedure
but followed a special procedure laid
down by the special Decree of the
Minister of Economy and Finance

These instruments met the criteria
of ad hoc interventions adopted only

obligations devraient
supporter une partie de

There were even suicides that may
have contributed to the fall of the

investors were granted the right to

-

entre les investisseurs

instruments issued by a small regional

whose bankruptcy would have
caused economic turmoil in the
Veneto region if the two banks had

instruments with an extremely high

employed to burden taxpayers with
the absorption of losses generated

Appropriate product –
but for whom?

Yet since the BRRD limits state aid

Another fundamental question
therefore arises: Who can acquire
instruments which are subject to
the bail-in mechanism? In other

italiennes n’ont donc

be even more demanding when
des mesures clairement contraires à la loi

the

Italian

authorities

provoked

not cause the return of the received
aid by the Venetian banks which

at assessing the risk of a future
resolution action and bail-in?
Both the Polish Financial
Supervision Authority (PFSA) and
Poland’s Bank Guarantee Fund took
a hard-line approach to the problem:
for the purpose of Tier II Capital and
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requirement for
own funds and eligible liabilities)
only subordinated bonds with a

It is clear that this stance was
guided by the fear of selling such

would still be able to invest in a
subordinated bond but would not
investment

portfolio

using

this

-

solution might curb the distribution
of subordinated bonds among

siduel de performance

de veiller à ce que
ces parties prenantes
soient conscientes de

discussed above and the assessment
of such an action as unquestionably

the risk for individual investors who
decide to purchase such instruments

solution adopted by the Polish
particular in the face of very low

veillance prennent des
mesures pour limiter
la distribution de tels
instruments parmi les
investisseurs indivi-

It

interdit aux investisseurs individuels de
participer à un inves-

possibility of covering bonds with
the bail-in mechanism determines

seems

to

ignore

European
on bank deposits pushes investors
with cash surpluses towards looking
for higher-interest opportunities

instrument for a particular investor
Some recent experiences in the
Polish bond market clearly show
that the acquisition of senior bonds

fort probable qu’ils
9

personne n’empêche
les investisseurs individuels d’acheter des
qui restent l’instru-

senior bonds will also have such a

Another
introducing

issue is whether
such an additional

availability of subordinated bonds

choose purely between investing in
low-interest senior debt issued by
interest senior debt issued by non-

individual investors from investing
9 Guidelines on complex debt instruments

more uncertain instrument than
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Pro publico bono?
The example of the Venetian
banks also highlights a serious

This is perhaps the most serious
interpretation challenge posed by the
BRRD and the price to be paid for the
espagnoles ont pris des
mesures audacieuses et

le prix qu’elles ont eu
à payer est beaucoup
après l’adoption par
le Parlement italien
de la loi sur l’aide de

elsewhere says that the initiation of a
attitude is unlikely to draw public

lunch” and if investors buy bank

The question that should then be
asked is whether the requirement of
acting in the public interest is met
when the initiation of a resolution
action enables the achievement of one
or more of the objectives to a greater

arrive at another bitter conclusion:
the use of BRRD mechanisms in
Spain led to numerous lawsuits
against the resolution authority while
circumventing the same mechanisms

resolution has an undesirable effect

attempts to force investors to absorb
losses proved more demanding than

-

compris ceux favorables à la sortie de

makers will be tempted to take action

there can be several objectives of

de la BRRD et fournir
l’aide de l’Etat aux

ment et au parlement
ce qui a parmi aux

Resolution will always lead to
the burden of loss being imposed on

system and national investors (in

taken in the public interest when it
meets the objectives of the resolution
to a greater extent than normal

un certain nombre de
poursuites judiciaires

of resolution proceedings is in the

This principle underlines that
the resolution authority will be
able to initiate an action that would
if its other objectives are met to a

Treating society as the weakest
link in the economy is both unethical
adverse effects which should not
defenceless because in a democratic
state voters always has the power to

provided to cover other hypothetical
will thus have to be ready to provide

opinion of the current legislators and
decide whether they should continue
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Cases of abuse also fuel populist
tion bancaire n’est pas
un remède miracle qui

broader development of increasing
successful in the last elections in
Italy’s parliament passed the law on

le système bancaire

Back to square one?

supporter le poids des
pertes aux investis-

appreciate the disciplinary role of
debt: state aid diminishes debt while
The most positive effect of the
BRRD may be to require investors
(creditors) to be more attentive to
the quality and resilience of the

The BRRD was rapidly adopted
in response to the Europe-wide
displeasure incurred by state aid for

algorithmic trading and blockchain

been made effective and is binding

any relationship between the debtor
and the creditor that would last more

qu’aux investisseurs
plus positif de la BRRD
pourrait être d’obliger les investisseurs

enactment of the new law has proved
easier than the accumulation of
thus organised is sooner or later

There will be a risk of state
circumstances as long as this capital
faire tout son possible
pour que la BRRD ne
instrument juridique
-

mechanism of dividing the burden
of loss among stakeholders should
be considered a real and workable
solution is entrenched in company

utmost care should be exercised to
prevent the BRRD from becoming a
legal instrument that merely rations
the exorbitant costs incurred to
implement this law will be wasted
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The

Dakota

Access

international banks were publicly

Pipeline

They began in early 2016 in reaction
to an approved oil pipeline project

included major well-known banks
such as Wells Fargo BNP Paribas
SunTrust ÎÂ}» 8 ½F8 TD
8 and Bayern LB
people had signed one of six petitions

in northwest North Dakota and
continues through South Dakota and
the petitions collectively reported
controversy among environmental
invested in these banks through

* The views expressed
herein are those of the
author and do not neces-

intended to cross both the Missouri
and Mississippi Rivers and ancient

oil

companies

that

experienced
Major bank protests took place
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contre le Dakota Access

individuals handcuffed themselves

parmi les plus longues

sont pas seulement les

hundreds of people came together
in rural communities by protesting
at multiple bank branches at the

quick to make statements in reaction
to the scandal and began publicly
re-evaluating their commitments

namely ING

banques nationales et

climbed up to the top of a football
-¢+¢» 8»+½8YÂ
during a live football game and hung
large banners demanding that -¢+¢»
8

du doigt pour leur
participation directe

Des manifestations
contre ces banques ont
eu lieu dans tout le

from Norway and France sold their

divesting their capital from the

of these protests are hard to
shown that these banks lost between
$8-20 billion in deposits as a result

stated its intention to drop fossil
energy investments and numerous
Norwegian pension funds and
other Scandinavian asset managers
divested from companies behind

so far shown no signs of stopping

remarkable story that showcased
the potential for people to use

Alors que le coût exact
du mouvement contre

that people have begun voting with
can we do more?
très probable que ces

et ont eu une incidence

pouvons-nous faire
plus ?

Did The Protests Work?

The Problem

movement to the targeted banks is
the Paris Agreement’s aim of limiting
°C above

that these actions and associated
effect on the involved international

contributors to between $21-32
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de grands projets
charbon et de carbone
qui sapent l’objectif de
l’Accord de Paris de li-

et d’autres institutions

quelques-uns des plus
grands contributeurs

that has been invested almost taxfree through more than 80 offshore

pour billions of dollars into socially
questionable
and
non-welfare
optimizing enterprises that include
everything from major tobacco

Many of today’s social challenges
are partially caused by the lost
connection between people and
had a better awareness of their

in turn invested back in the local
It is no surprise that the public
unaware of where their money is
actually located and the resulting
widely
considered
undesirable
activities and continuous reminders
mine on top of the coral reefs in

de 80 juridictions

cier et dans l’environ-

institution invest in companies that
cause deforestation in Indonesia?
feels as if the public has no control

natural desire to re-establish those

Street movement was a culmination
of this sentiment and openly
displayed people’s frustration with

collective means to re-invest our

Knowing Where Your
Money Goes

-

ou pas dignes de

How do you begin tackling socially
complex undesirable behaviour?

devons-nous faire pour

of society’s most problematic issues

fait et pour reprendre

gner vers le futur que
nous souhaitons ? Cet
article propose deux

no natural market forces that can
change such perceptions? And how
can we take back control of our
them with the future we want to
have?
This article proposes two key
solutions: 1) Transparency and
2) Regulation

coordination and the absence of
Politicians have few incentives to
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we rarely applaud individuals or
companies for paying their fair share

l’un des problèmes de

pratiquement pas de
forces naturelles du

tackling tax evasion are reminiscent

the public and the general banking

blèmes rappellent les
autres problèmes de la

investing in oil pipelines or private

More such initiatives are needed

-

So what can be done? We
rarely know what our banks or

MightyDeposits are an important

ducs et des centres
Nous ne savons pas
vraiment dans quoi
nos banques ou nos

sunlight is the best medicine

The Banks
Few depositors know where
their banks invest and which
companies receive loans from
capital pour de nomc’est la première fois
que les gens pouvaient
concrètement visualiser les projets que leurs

pipeline qu’ils ne vourence sur ces questions

nous plaidons pour
de telles initiatives
et plus nous demanmieux nous pourrons
faciliter le mouvement
des capitaux vers leur

publicly disclosed data on banks
to create awareness of the real
characteristics of these institutions
subscribe to the platform gain access
to full information about banks
such as balance sheets and income

in concrete terms the projects
that their deposits were indirectly

information about what percentage
of the bank’s assets is invested in the
user’s local community and whether
these assets are owned by particular
minority groups such as African-

on these issues is currently rather

and

was a momentous awakening for

increasing

demand

among

align their social values with the

Card” that documents the fossil fuel
investments of some of the world’s
largest banks (Rainforest Action

fuels since the Paris Agreement was

This demand is a driving force
behind the creation of the Global
global network of banks which are
committed to advancing positive
change in the banking sector and

they advance must make the world
a better place and they contribute
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projects
including
renewable
energy investments and cultural
-

where those investments would

positions importants
dans d’autres produits
des fonds de pension
et des fonds communs

of the impact their savings are

when they found out their pensions
were helping to drive the creation
of a world that they did not want to

reason for the existence of these
new forms of socially conscious

Other traditional asset managers
have also received comparable public

in banks belonging to the Global

que leurs fonds de pen-

largest

à fragmentation et
des mines anti-per-

investment

management

a reminder that it is possible to make
driver of climate destruction on the
-

The more we push and the more
comportement que
nous voulons promourapports des ONG ou

insister et continuer
à exiger davantage
d’informations sur les

BlackRock’s funds collectively hold
a large proportion of the world’s

we can facilitate the movement of

Pensions and Mutual
Funds
Banks are not the only institutions
that matter in the household

This publicity and other forms of
communication and transparency
have raised awareness that if you
you are indirectly supporting these
Studies have further shown that

awareness among retail investors in
such funds about where their money
they were shown the full information
when they discovered that their
VOTING WITH YOUR WALLET
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Such institutions can be found
diverses initiatives et
organisations à travers
le monde tentent de
favoriser la transpa-

they are coordinated by investment
organisations and sometimes by
demanding more information about
need more tools like these that

-

order to re-align capital markets
Investment Association
Australasia fournit aux

investments such as our corporate
we need to foster traditional market
holdings and even the investments

trouver des conseillers
des produits d’investissement socialement

markets and by demanding more
context that resonates with the
demand to know where our money

Investment Stewardship
Investment stewardship is about

devons redonner de la
vigueur aux forces trapour accroître cette
pouvons le faire en
devenant plus actifs sur
et en exigeant davantage de nos prestataires

Tools for Retail
Investors
Various
initiatives
and
organisations around the world are
trying to foster transparency within

practices such as active management

the
Responsible
Investment
Association Australasia provides a
range of tools for retail clients to

this important? The reason is that
the majority of global stocks are
now owned by large institutional

socially

responsible

investment
instead of being directly owned by

d’actifs ont l’obliga-

for Sustainable and Responsible
Investment provides a useful
we need to think how to discipline

de gestion devraient

que les investisseurs
institutionnels peuvent
obtenir des effets signi-

document includes information
for retail clients about how to

that

institutional

investors

can

portfolios with their social and
regarding environmental and social
for Sustainable and Responsible

ú
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Portfolio companies do in fact react
when asset managers engage them
successfully on socially challenging

en particulier dans
questions environneComme pour ce qui est

investors often vote in corporate
AGMs on environmentally and

investments in a socially responsible
fund of the kind provided by some
large asset managers might have
a fund manager who votes in a
completely different manner to your

Changing Stewards
aussi important de
savoir comment votre
-

growing awareness that people can
should disclose methane emissions
or whether they should disclose their

differences of opinion among asset
managers about how to vote on these

a company should disclose its
emissions or whether it should have
a strategy on how to approach a sothe
que l’exigence d’information et de respon-

earth’s

average

notwithstanding obstacles in the
for
organisation which addresses these

Is Your Mutual
ÂY»
8Ë» ,8u»
8½b»
Change Seriously

temperature

other asset managers always vote

But do people care? The short

no obvious reason why institutions

comportements vont
Plus nous trouverons
de moyens de rendre
ces pratiques transpa-

important that you know where

hold companies accountable on

important to know how your asset

entrusted with millions of people’s

a range of disclosure laws around

Vanguard should actively manage
their corporate portfolios in a

institutions’

active

management
their pension provider to oblige
portfolio companies to disclose their

is actually a chance that your
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how much money they were pouring

since the bank was involved in

Vanguard was thus perceived to play
an enormous role in enabling secret

there was a leak from the Dakota
Wells Fargo pay for the cleanup of

information

and

accountability
and other banks have been similarly
questioned by Ocasio-Cortez for

diverses proposicours dans le monde

connecting them as one of reason for
company specialising in fund-level

tions en matière de
climat soient politin’y a aucune raison
n’aient pas la possi-

n’existe toujours pas de
taire uniforme permettant aux investisseurs
d’aligner leurs valeurs

qui imposerait ce type
d’obligation d’information constituerait
un important pas en

this vivid example of an elected
acquisition implies that that sooner

concerns of her constituents about

greater awareness about how our
funds engage with their portfolio

that
has
been
continuously
demanded in earlier sections can be

Regulation
While demanding societal change

Group on Sustainable Finance at
the European Commission has been
set up to assist in developing the
European Commission’s legislative

as introducing carbon taxation to

benchmarks and guidance on
corporate disclosure of climate-

also through indirect initiatives
to facilitate the alignment of our
societal interests with appropriate

just as important to enact legislation
that requires investment advisors to

Ocasio-Cortez asked Wells Fargo’s
CEO at a House Financial Services
Committee hearing whether his bank

The law requires fund managers
to present investment opportunities
to retail investors with appropriate
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resolutions are sometimes politically
households should not have the
option to invest in a green portfolio
or to divest from a fossil fuel-

aucun moyen direct
tement de la Banque
il est juste que les citoyens demandent aux

required to meet the goals of the Paris
Agreement and to enhance the role of
and to mobilize capital for green
and low-carbon investments in the
broader context of environmentally

should be allowed to execute any
decision that could be characterised
is never questioned that households
have an independent right to install

is fair for citizens to ask that their
regulators be aware of rising societal
to make sure those risks are fully

compte des risques

allowed to have a smart meter for
their investments? In addition to
people should have the right to
know the fossil fuel exposures of
there is still no uniform regulatory
mechanism that allows investors to
align their societal values with their

auraient eu lieu de

-

that they can better forecast rising
risks due to natural disasters and
other climate-related risks that can
have massive implications for our

there is clearly a growing demand

academics and representatives of
civil society have publicly demanded
that the next Governor of the Bank

that would force these types of

should commit to serving the whole

Central Banks

of how people are demanding change

that should be demanded as far as

Conclusion

-

des banques implia permis de faire
comprendre aux gens
du monde entier qu’ils

souvent au moyen de
leurs propres cartes
bancaires dans leurs

our

political

institutions

have

central banks across the world have
recently joined the Network for

come together and act when their
communities and livelihoods are
But was it obvious that the banks

group’s missions include helping
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Publicly accessible data on corporatewere widely circulated amid
the ongoing onsite violence: for
required knowledge that they existed
nous devons exiger
davantage de nos

details about bank-level project
ils perdent leur fonds

Once this information reached the
wider public through a series of

them through the bank cards in their
cross-continental

collaboration

incite à un change-

Transparency was essential to
nous avons besoin

and continuously remind them
to
disclose
socially
relevant

suivre notre effort
collectif vers un avenir

spread beyond Indigenous digital
media communication to the
mainstream media after a notorious
case was broadcast showing footage
of private security guard dogs biting

creates momentum towards positive
need updated legislation to continue
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led to all kinds of encouraging
soundbites and consensus appeared
to be reached regarding what
legislative steps were necessary to

Procurement
Professional,
Pharmaceutical
Industry,
Basel (Switzerland)

that must have ravaged even the

* The views expressed
herein are those of the
authors and do not neces-

comfortably young enough to make
submissions for the Ethics and Trust

Notwithstanding another series of

This paper will make
following series of arguments:

most importantly - a year in which the
capacity and willingness of monsters
to lash out in the most deplorable

(i) Any discussion pertaining to

Eighty journalists and media
workers were killed last year (RSF

(ii) The legislative solutions to
produce better outcomes are
already known and in the

the
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much greater protections need
to be offered to journalists
expose the worst kinds of

argument to be made for using

A Brief History of
Leaks and the Value of
Offshore Jurisdictions
There have been numerous leaks

bad incentives are driving the
qui concerne les termes
-

with predictably unfortunate
et les avantages d’un tel

A brief commentary will conclude
honnête doit conclure que
les dommages qu’il pro-

The Ethics of Offshore
Jurisdictions

the Paradise Papers has resulted
in a further increase in interest in

The offshore system can be
Même en laissant une
en accordant une grande

create legislation to ease transactions
undertaken by people who are not

following are indicative of the stakes:

purpose of avoiding taxation and/

loses out on a thousand billion
euros a year due to tax fraud

si l’on supposait que pour
s’agissait d’une surestimaresteraient tout à fait ahutème offre une protection
aux plus dangereux et aux
plus impitoyables d’entre

by providing a legally backed veil of
•
estimates that ‘offshore tax
abuses’ result in an annual

Regardless of the scope of the

d’une question pureconcerne le fondement de

point out that there are legitimate
reasons for actors to engage in

$100 billion in tax revenue”
•

offshore jurisdiction may provide
access to more developed and stable
banking and legal institutions while
companies may simply wish to
shield expansion plans and property
• With respect to revenues lost
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governments between $100
billion and $240 billion in lost
revenue each year” (Trautman

talk from well-paid advocates will

•
estimates of the amount of
money parked in offshore tax
avoidance schemes reach to
at least 20-30 trillion dollars”

-

mondial d’informations
relatives aux comptes
bancaires et un registre
des entreprises transpa-

incumbent upon anyone with an

• Regarding the relationship
between
foreign
aid
to
developing
countries
and

In a rare intervention last year

the fact that those offshore sites

de plus en plus complinombreuses raisons d’être
-

countries

to

offshore

that we have been generously
handing out across the top of
been taking back some $10 of

supranational regulatory arbitrage
is offering protection to the worst
kind of thugs: the kind that send
men in the night to visit the most
courageous of youngsters living

try to crack down on offshore tax

dealers actually depend on offshore

-

parency 2018: Report on
simplement sensationnels
mations sur leurs actifs
offshore - et 93 milliards

that they manage to launder revenues
persuading offshore centres like
the Caymans to write new laws to

be a massive degree of complexity
and pressure for governments to

offshore jurisdictions and the
protections they offer (and to
whom) must be the focus of any
serious discussion about ethics in

they will not make a meaningful
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and a proposed framework
for
whistleblower(s)”
was

Green Shoots

solutions for tackling offshore
jurisdictions are known and a
consensus appears to be forming

•
(BEPS)

project

published

companies to divulge where

measures have already reaped some
-

out operations and pay tax”

nants et leur intensi-

est particulièrement

an effective system for the global
exchange of information about

•

incluent l’adoption par

multinational
system for

Echange automatique
du projet Erosion de la
base d’imposition et trans-

an

multilateral
automatic

ownership information” and
false information made a criminal

de l’OCDE et de l’accord

proposal for full public access to

automatique d’informa-

for certain legal entities” (Oei

de la Justice (DOJ) et la
Securities and Exchange
Commission (SEC) des
-

d’instruments tels que la

the detail but that is as complicated
•
Avoidance Directive in 2016
coordinated global action to increase
cross border transparency and

Asset Recovery Initiative
au cours des dernières

legislative efforts such as FATCA
(Foreign Account Tax Compliance

•
implementation of the OECD/
G20’s automatic exchange
of information (AEOI) was

garanti des revenus en
centaines de millions de
dollars à la population de

•
continue that following two
special committees established

The same author proceeds to make
including: enhanced powers for
tax authorities to gain access to
anti-global

tax

avoidance

and

and
information

sharing

between
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tax

administrations

and

central
entrenched pessimist must admit
that things are moving in the right

laws that protect the identities of
What are the results of this
increased urgency? Are the efforts

to disclosure initiatives and similar
measures put in place prior to start of

Results on both sides of
the Atlantic

Department of Justice (DOJ) brought
approximately 60 cases against
individuals and more than 60 against

individuals have already disclosed

This litigation led to the collection

equates to a massive investment

and Exchange Commission (SEC)
initiated proceedings against more

rehabilitation programmes and other
public spending projects which
cash-strapped governments would
otherwise have not been able to

hundreds of millions of dollars for

publicly-reported tax revenues that
40-41):

India

OECD reports that The Global Forum
on Transparency and Exchange
of Information for Tax Purposes

nine new jurisdictions joining last
have

begun

automatically

accounts of non-residents” (OECD
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a European capital on a dark day in
Forum and the Financial Action
Task Force (FATF) work together on
the ways to improve the availability

Holding power to account is a

and its international exchange”
that does not reveal the full extent of
The agenda for 2019 represents
that in 2018 348 journalists were

dont certains de nature

the

delivery of existing AEOI
while a further three went missing
which journalists are accused of
terrorism on the basis of a single
word or a single phone contact”

les journalistes qui effectuent un travail d’enquête

impunity rates during the past
decade make for even grimmer

importance pour les plus

analysis of these developments might
conclude that these are just more
examples of bureaucracy
once this system of coordination

cas se soient produits en
plupart des gens (y compris moi-même) auraient
titutions et des systèmes

capacity to hold the nefarious to

the

IMS

(International

Media

cases reported as resolved (63 out

by depriving them access to the
fait que quiconque a des
principes et est cherche à
apporter un changement

The Assassin’s
Veto: Terrifying
Developments for A
Free Press

impunity fuels and perpetuates a
cycle of violence that silences media

Put yourself in a journalist’s
Those were the last words she ever
and seeking to hold power to
was killed when her car exploded
That particular horror unfolded in

these horrors not serve as a de-facto
warning amounting to a borderline
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veto on serious investigative
reporting? Should we be surprised

Au sujet des lanceurs

IMS has also proposed a
framework based on its experiences

(BBC)?
pas poursuivre ceux qui
rendent publiques des

These headlines appeared on
the homepages of the major news
outlets at the date of writing (28

pour les lanceurs d’alerte

the importance of cockatoos or

number of countries do journalists
have access to state-supported

respect to the impunity documented

at risk fall through the cracks” (IMS

fait que nos gouverne-

secrets soient mieux
-

meilleures intentions des
lanceurs d’alerte et des
organisation correspondivulgations irresponinattendues reste de
mettre en danger des
personnes bien intentiondes lanceurs d’alerte qui
passent par les canaux

the journalists or editorial teams

about the need to have a serious
conversation about protections for

Whistleblowers

are

facing

experiences of some of those who
were behind the variety of leaks

”

A Space for Supranational
Governance
Organisations to
Demonstrate Competence

• For his part in the HSBC
in absentia
in Switzerland and convicted of
aggravated industrial espionage

The only good news is that there is
acknowledgement of the problem at

he ever returns to Switzerland”

of Action on the Safety of Journalists
peuvent être correctement

•
lacunes relatives à un

120 measures to improve safety
and combat impunity through the

on one count of conspiracy to
pled guilty and was sentenced
subsequently awarded a $104
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the same stage as the British author
series of questions to Assange that

•
prosecutions were brought
against
the
whistleblower
(Antoine Deltour) and the
journalist who broke the story

to automated data processing

to decide what should be known
to the public and what should not?

accessing protected databases”

discretion over whose information
Who

would

dare

blow

certain prosecution by the state? It is
clear that whistleblowers are being

Referring to the organisations that

have independent and potentially
source behind the Panama Papers)
who expose unquestionable wrong-

over time and that may not be
primarily about optimizing tax

deserve immunity from government
The

the clear risks to whistleblowers’

The Indispensability of
Democratic Mandate

need

to

provide

whilst acknowledging the absence
of a democratic mandate for
whistleblowing organisations thus
goal be achieved? I would suggest
that auto-immunity for leaks made

seems reasonable that if individuals
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are incurring enormous personal
risks to protect what they believe to

individuals acting in line with the

institutions should seek to protect
will highlight a series of heuristic
approaches for different players

tielles au vu des actions

be that the leaker gets quashed if
submissions are made on a national

-

has both power and an interest in
-

seems to me that such a system could
only function at the supranational

système donnent suite à

the idea and how this system would
work in practice would clearly be

un ensemble puissant
d’incitations concurrentielles commence

that in March 2019 the European

1.

Government

The
present
situation:
Governments that maintain an
offshore economic model do so to
attract foreign investment and jobs
narrative that challenges the merits
of such an approach is zealously
defended against on the grounds of
tax competition or tax sovereignty,
Heuristic approaches:
(i) Political Isolation: In Why
Nations Fail

on protecting whistle-blowers when

des modèles offshore est

importance of inclusive economic
institutions as critical to a nation’s

sible dans un contexte

-

of the proposed legislation include
ensuring safe reporting channels and
certainly a commendable step in the

provision of public services that

Incentives

which people can exchange and

In The Power of the Powerless
et des informations sur
-

present if economic institutions
are inclusive in nature at a national

-

a compelling logic with regard to
the two major topics addressed

common reason why nations fail
today is because they have extractive

offshore jurisdictions and threats
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inclusive versus extractive nature of
institutions works between countries
-

Palan et al
questions about the sovereign rights

-

incentivising their own tax-paying
citizens to explore tax avoidance

raise questions about the nature of

(iii) Massive tax takes foregone:
In terms of reputation protection
and seeking to be perceived as a
reliable partner in commitment to

pour être en colère et le

contexte que l’on peut

in September 2018 there was still
Questions of sovereignty are thus

responsable dans la vue
tion au jeu offshore par

par la protection des

if a country is actively contributing
to the failure of other nations via
the extractive orientation of her
targeting

foreign-based

manifeste d’imposer de
lourdes amendes pourraient remettre en cause

ces facteurs se conjuguent

pourraient être tenus
vis-à-vis des actionnaires
d’une manière qui n’avait

matter is still progressing through an

citizens

par les entreprises implides Panama Papers (en
termes de capitalisation

provided vis-à-vis a favourable tax

nations to make new agreements and
to honour existing ones (on bilateral
and multilateral levels) may all
isolation and diminished standing in
the international order should not be
(ii) A Two-Way Street: It follows
that if government abc seeks to
frame its offshore economic model
the same logic holds if government
xyz starts targeting businesses in the
jurisdiction of abc
also applicable if everyday citizens
who dutifully pay their taxes in a
given jurisdiction notice that there
are
multinational
corporations
persisting with this demonstrable

whistleblowers in the manner
discussed reduces the likelihood
of being able to tap into enormous

Competing Incentives in
the Private Sphere
2.

Corporate Executives

The present situation: Corporate
executives are incentivised to pursue
offshore tax reduction strategies
competitive disadvantage if they do
may compel them legally to pursue
Heuristic approaches:
(i) Share price and reputation
effects: Consider that the Panama
billion

in

market

capitalization
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the Panama Papers investigation’s

-

urgente et il n’y a pas de
veau statu quo est peut-

a total of 220-230 billion dollars

affected

when

implicated”

histoires à grand retentissement et d’observer

revenue raised as a result of the
Panama Papers given that many
countries do not disclose information
(iv)
Duty:

Inverted

Fiduciary

shareholders to safeguard the assets
executives to continue pursuing
(ii)
Compliance
costs:
Compliance costs can be enormous

en ce qui concerne les

argument could be made that the top
management of a corporation has
doing so is in the best interests of the

tration dans l’industrie
une bonne chose à cet

time implementation costs of £2-3

The calculus could be changing
with respect to the implications of

followed by ongoing costs of £100-

the share prices of companies caught

informations sur chaque
sa page d’accueil - ou
que Newscorp s’engage
à mettre sur sa page de
couverture des articles
sur ce sujet - un ou deux
monstres pourraient être
enclins à penser que cela
ne vaut pas la peine de s’y
rait une perte pour leurs

the demonstrated willingness of

basis for shareholders to argue that
the executives acted in contravention
saved via offshore jurisdictions are
persuading

and

empowering

embrace the commercial and other

Does Violence Need to
be Inevitable?
(iii)

Political

willingness to
The ICIJ

3. Media Organisations
The present situation: It has
become
truly
dangerous
for
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whistleblowers to hold power to

(i) Democracy as a vehicle
for accountability: Apathy is
understandable in the face of the
opacity that characterizes offshore

Heuristic approaches:
(i) Coordinated disincentivising
of monsters: Considering the
dangers and examples of impunity
qu’un système largement

Pourquoi la grande majot-elle pas au système

-

to blame media organisations that
are reluctant to take on hard-hitting

national coalitions and partnerships
or under state-led mechanisms (that)
can build a safer climate in which the
Yet the most effective tool for better
outcomes may be the global media

to the creation of an extreme
cause economic instability and long

made for individuals to be a little
hopeless about prospects for change
often forget that democracy is a

Conclusion
news coverage across networks may
savent qu’il existe un lien
paient et la possibiune ambulance en cas

The reporting would ideally follow
provide in-depth analysis of the
business holdings and individuals

conduire sur de bonnes
routes ou d’avoir leurs

a small number of players sticking
their heads above the parapet would
be extremely dangerous for them to
4. Private Citizens
The present situation: High levels
of apathy exist with respect to the
reinforced by repeated scandals and

This paper set out to make four
arguments and the success with
which each has been made is for
clear relationship between the two
main topics of offshore jurisdictions
and protections for journalists
by endangering those who seek

packs more of an emotional punch
than purely numerical and statisticssomething akin to a Treaty of
Westphalia can be negotiated with

Heuristic approaches:
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quietly standing in a lake of sewage
seem particularly pertinent regarding

very opposite of good government

a cancer into the ethical life of a

a dissident falls in it and starts
shouting and waving his hands in
disgust: ‘Yuk! I cannot stand this!
How can you people accept these
horrible conditions?!’ To which the
people reply with a quiet indignation:
‘Shut up! You are making waves!’”
I hope you agree that if we
sewage up to our chins and one of

Although
protections
for
journalists and whistleblowers are

anger at that particular person will
not help change anything in the long

joke neatly captures the absurdity of
the situation:
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